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PREFACE.
Coke-making

is

industry as to

under

Yet

at the present

demand that

it

day so important an
should be conducted

all

circumstances on sound scientific principles.

it is

doubtful whether, in the past, any extensive

manufacture

has

been

less

scientific.

recovery of bye-products, a branch that
Ijecrinninoj to

well-known
very

little

With

the

only

now

is

be developed on a considerable

treatise of

literature

Lunge

is

to be

scale,

deals exhaustively

itself.

after

is,

— namely,

the

This circumstance had suggested to

me

the main product of the industry

coke

but

;

found which treats of

the composition and properties of that which
all,

the

some time ago the

desirability of

summing up

in

a

small handbook the more important facts and views

on the subject, when there came into
"

Grundlagen

der

Koks-Chemie,"

by

my

hands the

Herr

Oscar

Simmersbach, manager of the blast furnace depart-

ment of the Upper Silesia Iron and Coal Company.
The book seemed so much akin to that which I had
projected, that I was prompted to translate it, with
only such alterations as seemed necessary to adapt

Preface

vi

it

requirements of those en^a^ed

the

to

in

iiiakini^r

author

1

tliis

With the consent

country.

have appended

in

cokcof the

to the transhition a chapter

on ineth(Kls for the examination and analysis of coal
ill

coke, which I hav(5 myself found convenient in

id

ordinary practice, and
useful to the

make such
1

which,

I

works chemist who

trust,
is

will

called

prove

ujxm

determinations.

work contrihutes even a
the industry on a more scientific

shall he satisfied if the

little

to

towards

placin^^

basis.

W.
CnKMicAi. Department,

rvnKKSlTY OK

(IlASiJOW,

Decembtr, 1H98.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COKE
INTRODUCTION.
With
of

the vast increase of the coal and iron industry

Germany

since the establishment of the Empire,

and especially the scientific
chemical investigation of coal, has come to be regarded
in that country as every day demanding a larger
amount of attention.
And certainly this view is not without justification,
for the annual production of coal in the kingdom of
Prussia rose from 23,316,237 (metrical) tons in the
year 1870, to 42,172,944 tons in the year 1880, and
64,373,816 tons in the year 1890. During this period
of twenty years, therefore, the output of coal has been
tlie

chemistry of

fuels,

almost trebled.

In 1896 the total output of the German collieries
amounted to 85,690,000 tons (of 2240 lbs.). Nor has
the extraordinary dev^elopment of this fundamental

industry been contined to
ing paper issued

Germany alone.

by the Board

An interest-

of Trade in April of

the current year gives the following figures which, as

B
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they include every country that j)ro<luces coal witli the
exception of Chili, Tonkinir, China, and the Transvaal,

may

he taken

1S9():—
Coal output of

to

represent

the world's output

in
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most important coal and coke area in Germany, the
production of coke increased from 341,000 tons in
the year 1870 to 2,280,000 tons in 1880, 4,187,780 tons
in 1890, and 6,263,338 tons in 1896; so that in that
locality it has been multiplied during the period of
twenty-six years more than eighteen times.

No

statistics

are available to

indicate

the total

amount of coke produced annually in the United
Kingdom. The following figures show the quantities
shipped to places at home and abroad during the last
four years

:

Shipments of Coke from Ports in the
United Kingdom.

iXTRonrcTiox.
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and at

New

ditreivnt temperatures.

researches have followed, and

new

and
methods

inquiries

scientific

examined.
have been elaborated and
Moreover, every advance thus made in the chemistry
critically

of coal itself naturally causes attention to be similarly

paid to the products derived from
investit(ations connected

it.

The

scientific

with the recovery and sub-

sequent working up of the volatile constituents of
coal

(bye-products of carbonising) afibrd abundant

movement

evidence of the forward

in

this special

A

voluminous and excellent technical
literature in this branch of the chemistry of coal is
the outcome of scarcely thirty years' work.
In the case of coke, which is the fixed residue of
coal distillation, scientific investif^ation has not been
so successful for, although in the literature a great
number of scattered memoirs and notices regarding

department.

:

the technical investigation of the residue of coal are

been made
the direction of sy.stematic investigation from the

to be
in

met with, a beginning has

.scarcely

]nirely chemical standpoint.

a complete account of the chemistry of a

To give

forms so valuable a fuel for the
therefore a task which still remains to l>e

substance which
smelter

is

discharged.

The knowledge

of this fact

part of the author to

make

le«l

to a desire

a beginning of enunciating

the principles underlying the chemistry of coke.

present work, which
contains an

is

exposition

the outcome of that
of

on the

many

The
desire,

matters connected

with rok(» manufacture, the chemiail phenomena of
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coking, and the chemical and physical properties of

the product which have been dealt with separately
in professional journals

addition,

in

development
position

it

and
very

indicates

briefly

chemistry

the

of

in special treatises, and,

of

the
coke,

historical

and

the

occupies at the present time.

The literature dealing with the subject, some of
which has been made use of in the present volume
while the rest has
completeness,

is

been consulted for the sake of

set forth in detail in the succeeding

pages.

History of the Chemistry of Coke.
While the manufacture of coke from coal was known
and practised as early as last century, the chemical
investigation of the substance dates back no further
than the sixth decade of the present one. Only then
did

scientific

chemists begin to direct their attention

to these problems.

Several

chemistry

from

points
"

had

practical

in

the

indeed

general

already

working, but

the

of

field

been

made

results

of

"

coke
clear

these

researches, which were naturally confined within
very narrow limits, were known at first only to a
small circle, because no special interest was evinced
in a discussion and critical examination of the
practical results from a scientific point of view.

Constituting our earliest possessions in the literature
of coke, there are extant certain monogi-aphs on coal

and a limited number of published papers on that
subject in professional journals.

INTRODUCTION.
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In

SU'in's

\V.

Investigations on

work, "Cheinicul

and
"

Coals of Saxony

tlie

Technical

(Chemische

und Cheniisch-technische Untersuchun^en der Steinkohlen Sachsens), published in 1857, the remark was

made

the

for

composition
could

be

first

of

drawn

the

time that from the percentage
coals

no

certain

retrardin^^ their

conclusions

coking power and

vice versd.
Stein's assistant for the time being,

who sul»se(juently

became Professor Dr. Hugo Fleck, soon afterwards
pointed out that the hydrogen atoms in the coal are
partly united directly to the carbon and in part through
the medium of oxygen and on the bjusis of this view
of "free" and "combined hydrogen" P^leck came to
the conclusion that the source of the cakintr and
sintering of coals is to be looked for in the hydrogen
which they contain, to wit, that ])art which is " free."
:

In the year 1870 E. Kichters sharply eriticised the

systematic hydrogen classification of

preliminary researches on coal
Hiitten
"

u.

Salinenwesen

in

Dr. F.

Muck took up

in

(" Zeitsch. fiir

Preussischen Stiiat

Dingler's Polytechnisches Journal,"

195).

Fleck

1 vol.,

his

Berg,
"

and

pp. 119, 193,

the same position in his

"

Chemischen Aphorismen liber Steinkohle," 1873, and
showed by experiments with the three isomeric carlnv
hydrates, cellulose, starch, and gum, that in carbon
itself instances of isomerism may be met with, as is
well

known

to be frequently the case

in

chemical

compounds.
These researches of Muck were the
beginning of a further elucidation of the problem.
The researches of Kichters gave a fillip to the

INTRODUCTION.
investiofation of coal

and coke.
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He

established the

fact that, in general, the yield of coke

quantity of oxygen, and

larger the

larger the quantity of

is

smaller the

the

especially

hydrogen, contained in the

and in his valuable " Investigations on the
"
changes which coals undergo from lying in the air
(Untersuchungen liber die Verauderungen welche die
Steinkohlen beim Lagern au der Luft Erleiden) he
advanced direct proof of the predominating influence
At the same time he
exerted by the hydrogen.
showed that, by lying in the open air and also on
gentle heating, coal undergoes an appreciable change

coal

;

as regards

property of caking.

its

Richters, after thirty years' study, unfortunately

abandoned the investigation of coke, which was at
the time his special department, and in his stead Dr.

Muck took

the lead in this field of research.

He

also

pointed out, as Richters had done, that the results of
Fleck's investigations were erroneous, and, at the
time,
to

same

by conclusive experiments which he had been

make

in the exercise of his office as director of the

Laboratory

Mining and
the Westphalian School

of

chemistry in

Bochum

led

Practical

teacher
of

of

Mines at

confirmed the aforementioned conclusions of

Development of the Chemistry of
Coal in the last fifteen or twenty years, and the present
position of Coal research in general" (Entwickelung der
Steinkolen Chemie in den letzten funfzehn bis zwanzig
Jahren, und die dermaligen Ziele der SteinkohlenRichters.

In his

"

forschung iiberhaupt), published as a liandbook in
1886,

Muck commended

the researches of Richters as

IXTRODUCTIOX.
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best monoorraphs connected

the

hitherto

with

the

Muck

dis-

investipition of coal and coke.

In his
cusses

"

Cheniischen Aphorismen

"

"

Dr.

the unequal yield of coke from coals of the

same or similar

composition

pepcentacre

and

importance of coke estimation," and further,

the
"

the

between chemical composition and vieKl of
coke." Two years later, in 1875, there appeared on
the same subject A. SchondortTs important research,
"The Yield of Coke and Cakin<; Power of the
Stiar Coals" (Koksausbeute und Backfahigkeit der
relation

Saarkohlen,

On

"

"

Preuss. Zeitsch.," 23, 135).

Cokiuf^

Experinients

of the (juantity of

Muck

jisli

"

and

"The

intiuence

upon the Yield of Coke,"

enlart^es further in his "

Steinkohlen-Chemie,"

1881, pp. 6-15.

The

chief service that

chemistry' of coke

discovery of
research.

new

He

is

Muck has rendered

undoubtedly to be found

to the
in his

points of view in coal and coke

established the connection that exists

between the cokinj; power as recognised in the form,
colour, and other j^roperties of the coke residue on the
one hand, and
(1)

The chemical composition,

(2) Yield of coke,
(3)

Quantity of Ash, and

(4)

Temperature of coking,

on the other.
These relations are partly set forth in the
" Chemischen Aphorismen uber Steinkohle " and the
" Chemischen
IVitragen Zur Kenntnis,s der St/cin-
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kohle,"
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and are recapitulated and

1876,

amplified

in his " Steinkohlen Chemie," 1881, pp. 18-31.

The chemical composition

of individual constituents on its
first

and the influence
quality was Muck's

of coke

subject of investigation.

Hydrogen.

— For thirty years coke was viewed as the

ultimate product of complete carbonisation.

was the

first to

Percy

take note of the fact that an elementary

analysis of the substance shows a constant loss of

carbon, resulting from the presence of gaseous substances (oxygen and nitrogen).

In 1872 John Parry, chemist at the

Ebbw

Vale

Ironworks in Wales, investigated the gaseous part of
coke, and his researches proved that it contains not
only oxygen and nitrogen but hydrogen as well
" Dingler's Poly. Jour.," 204,
<" Chem. News," 25, 98
;

470).

The view of Parry that the gases are occluded in
the coke was assailed in 1881 by Dr. Muck in his
" Steinkohlen Chemie," with the fundamental objection

that the gases were retained in the form of solid

carbon compounds which were stable on heating.

More recent

investigations, however, especially those

of Dr. Thorner (1886), support the conclusion of Parry,
so that to-day both views have their value (see this

work, chapter
Nitrogen.

IV.).

—The

first

to

occupy himself with the

retention of the nitrogen in the gasification of coal

was Dr. Knublauch, chemist of the gasworks at
Cologne on the Rhine.
The chief results of his
investigations in this connection are contained in the

10
"Jr.
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fill-

Gasbeleucli," 1888,

p.

(See also "Jr. Soc.

440.

Chem. Ind.," 1896, pp. lOG, 107.)
The estimation of nitrof^en was, until ten years apro,
a matter of minor importiince until the development
of coal distillation rendered it necessary to have an
accurate and easily worked method for the purpose.
Of the general methods, that of Dumas was ver}'
tedious and difficult to work, and the evolution
m«'th()(l devised by Varrentrapp ami Will did nut
yield sufKciently accurate results
it was therefore
of no use for valuation purposes.
In consec|uence
of this, Sigismund Schmitz (a former ivssistant of
Muck) employed in a modified form the method
which Kjeldahl Ij.kI published in 1883 for the
of

;

estimation of nitrogen in fixed organic Ixnlies (" Stahl

and "Jr. Soc. Chem. Ind.,"
l.S8(),
The method of Schmitz has
i)p. oOG. 507).
found very tjeneral employment.
Sulphur. With reference to the sulphur contained
in coal and coke, Crace-Calvert wjus the first (" Chem.
News," 1886, p. 201) to show, by certiiin inve.stit;ations
which he made, that the sulj)hur in coal is present not
uiid

Eisen," 1885,

p.

47,

—

only as pyrites (bisulphide of iron) but also in the

form of sulphate.
In 1886 Dr. Muck also undertook an investi»^ation
of the sulphur in coal, and to him is due the credit of
having completely cleared away the widespread error
that the (|uantity of sulphur in the coal depends entirely
upon the quantity of metallic sulphides (FeS^, ZnS,
rbS) present. In his valuable j)aper "On the Combination

of

Sulphui-

in

Cojil

and

Coke, and the

INTRODUCTION.
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production of Coke low in Sulphur
Eisen," 1886, p.

7),

Muck drew

important part of the sulphur

"

("

Stahl und

the conclusion that an

present also in the

is

form of organic compounds. Besides the statements
of
Muck, other observations which have been
published, particularly those of

L.

Blum

("Zeitsch.

have directed attention
to the organic sulphur.
The conclusions to which
he was led were in substance the same as those of
Muck.
The method employed till about twenty years ago
flir

Anal. Chemie," 1888,

p. 445),

for estimating the sulphur

was that

of deflagrating

with potassium nitrate and sodium carbonate. This
method was, however, tedious and inaccurate, and
was subsequently replaced by that of Sauer. More
recently the latter, too, has had to give

way

before

the exceedingly useful oxidation method of Eschka.

Rothe, a chemist in the laboratory of the Mining

School at Berlin, has proposed a very useful modiflca-

Eschka method (Rothe, " Mittheilungen,"
1881, p. 107 Wedding, " Eisenprobirkunst," p. 266).
Iron.
Dr. Muck, in the above-mentioned research,
" Uber die Bindung des Schwefels, &c.," was the first
to draw attention to the importance that attaches to

tion of the

;

—

the quantity of iron present in coals, especially with
reference to the production of a coke low in sulphur.

Muck

arrived at the important result that

possible

even

by

careful

preparation

appreciably the (quantity of

to

it is

im-

diminish

sulphur contained

in

the coke in cases where the ash of the coal contains
large

quantities

of

iron,

calcium, and

compounds, especially of oxide of

iron.

magnesium

1

-

INTR(>DUCTION.

With

this research of

Muck

the

stiite

of matters

manufacture of coke was
For the production of a coke low
in sulphur, the method of desulphurisation was henceforth abandoned and a means sou^lit in another
direction, namely, in selection of the raw material
previ(ju.sly existing in the

completely altered.

used,

i.e.,

coal itself.

tlie

Fhoaphorius.

was

—The

presence of phosphorus in coal

out by Creath,

first })ointed

who

ft)und consider-

able quantities in some varieties from the Pittsburg

The paper

basin.

refiirring to

found jn "Iron," 1889, No.

point

this

to be

is

Subsequently to
Creath, Le Chatelier and M. Carnot (Compt rend.,
90,

154) occupied themselves with

phosphorus

in

and Carnot,

coal,

deavoure<l to elucidate

Copper.
that

3.S8.

tlu'

was the

in

anthracite of Wales contains copper.
first

influence

of

particular, en-

in his " Mrtallurp^y "
F.

(

1S62)

Stolba

to detect its presence in coke (Kerpely,

der Eisenhiittentechnik," 1879-80).

copper was credited with much

illusion

(|Uestion

its orijrin.

— Percy mentions

" Fortschritte
first

the

upon the production

was destroyed by

t(K)

At

great an

of pig-iron, until the

B. Platz (" Stihl

und

Eisen,"

1887).
Silica.

— Until

(juite

attached to the

only in so far

silica

>is

it

recently inqx)rtance had been

contained in the ash of coke,

influences the f(jnnation of slags

in the bhist furnace.

In chapter IV. of the present

work

to the clcxse connection Ix'tween

reference

is

the quantity of

made
silica

and the strength of the coke,

namely, that with increase of

silica the

the coke diminishes, and vice verstL

hardness of

INTRODUCTION.
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the physical properties of coke, experiments

were carried out first of all by Americans. In 1875
John Fulton, then manager of the Cambria Ironworks Company at Johnstown, Pa., discussed the
variable action in the blast furnace of fuels containing

the same quantity of carbon.

This variability he

ascribed to

physical

anthracite,

difference

in

their

coke, and wood charcoal

condition

being,

showed, characteristically unlike in structure
1884, No. 602

1884,

p.

"
;

Berg und Hlittenmannische

as

he

(" Iron,"

Zeitung,"^

526).

During the following years the investigation of
coke remained dormant until the publication of a
paper by Dewey, in the Transactions of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers for 1883, on measurements with reference to the porosity and specific
In the same year Fulton again
gravity of coke.
came forward with a contribution on the physical
condition of coke. The results of his investigations
went to prove that the value of blast-furnace coke
was determined by the hardness of the coke substance,
coupled with well-developed cell-structure, purity, and
uniformity (Proc. of meeting, Instit. Amer. Min.
Engineers, Troy, 1883;

"Iron," 1884, No. 602).

More important are the highly interesting researches
of Dr. Thorner, carried out in 188G, in his " Analytisch

microscopischen und Chemisch-technischen Institut"
at Osnabruck.

Dr. Thorner investigated particularly the form and
size of the pores in

clear distinctions

coke and wood charcoal, and drew

between the structural condition of

14
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kinds

different

microscopical

As

coke.

investigations,

that

conclusion

of

the

action

the

result

of

his

came

to

the

ThiJrner
of

coke

in

the

blast

furnace, and in reduction processes generally, becomes

more favourable, the more the physical structure
of the coke approaches that of wood charcoal. The
Thurner 's experiments are

results of Dr.

" Stiihl

und

Eisen," 1886, p. 71,

e^ seq.,

puljlislu'd in

and, in the same

photographs are given showing the characteristic
diticrence in structure of various kinds of coke and of
place,

wood

charcoal.

Very, ingenious, too,

is

Thurner's method of deter-

mining directly the specific gravity of the coke
substance and the pore space in the cokes.
His
method might well be less roundabout than the plan
recommended by C. Reinhardt for the same purpose
<"8tahl und Eisen," 1884, pp. 504. 7()(); 1884, p. 5*21:

And 188;";, ]>. 501 *).
To determine the strength, John Fulton used a
Dr. Thorner, who
cube of coke, of one -inch side.
wa« the second to occupy himself with this subject,
endeavoured to determine the hardness of the coke
indirectly ('* Stahl und Eisen," 1886, No. 2).
Fulton's
method Dr. Thorner regarded as "thoroughly
uncertain," because experiments " conducted with one
an<l the same kind of coke did not yield concordant
results, but gave differences amount incf sometimes to
as

much

as 40 per cent."

This condemnation of Thiirner's
too sweeping
• Cp.

W.

;

for in every

is,

however, nuich

mass of coke considerable

Carrick Anderson, "Jr. Soc. of Chem. Ind.," 1896.

p. 20.

INTRODUCTION.
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differences exist, since the strength of coke diminishes

from the sides to the middle, or from the top to the
bottom of the oven, according as the coking proceeds
from the sides to the centre, or from the top downwards.

In chapter IV. of the present work an apparatus
for determining the strength of coke is described,

which for the

last

laboratory of the

which gives

"

two years has been used

in the

Westfalische Kokssyndikat," and

sufficiently

good

results,

notwithstanding

The apparatus, which is made by
H. Flottmann of Bochum, might therefore with

its

simplicity.

advantage find general application.

With reference to the chemical behaviour of coke
on heating, it was first pointed out by I. Lowthian
a paper published in the Journal of the Iron
and Steel Institute, 1872, I., p. 74, and repeated in his
" Principles of the Manufacture of Iron and Steel,"
Bell, in

London, 1884, p. 287, that the surface of the coke
acts on the carbonic acid present with formation of
carbonic oxide gas.
Bell's investiofations

were resumed, and

completed, by Dr. Thorner,

who

the behaviour of coke and
carbonic acid.

paper, published in

completely elucidated
details

of

Thorner's

Stahl und Eisen," 1886,

the following conclusion at which he arrived
stated.

"

The

manner

wood charcoal towards

Omitting the
"

in a

p.

77,

may

be

fuels so highly valued for blast-furnace

work, namely, wood charcoal and meiler coke, possess
a markedly greater chemical activity at high temperatures than ordinary coke."
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twenty years, the results of
investi«;ation into the chemistry of coke have gone on
accumulating. The whole subject htus been placed on
a firmer basis, and several matters have been made
For this result, no
clear, even to the smallest detail.
little gratitude is due to the journal of the German
Thus, (luring the

last

ironmiusters, " Stahl uinl Eisen."

During the siime

period, corresponding with the

advances in the technology of blast-furnace work, a
lively interchange of opinions has taken place with
reference to fuels in general, and to coke in particular,,
in

which

scientific

practical work.

discussions

have lx)rne fruit in

CHAPTER

I.

Purpose of Coking, and Uses of Coke.

—

PiiTyose of Coking. In consequence of the increaswood charcoal in metallurgical operations,

ing use of

the supply of

demand

wood was unable

to

keep pace with the

hence arose the necessity of providing a
substitute for the wood charcoal, which, first of all in
England, where wood is comparatively scarce, led to
;

the coking of coal.

About the year 1860 coke had completely displaced

wood

charcoal throughout Europe, except in Sweden,

and Austria, where want of

abundance of
wood, or the existence of certain special methods of
manufacture, justified the retention of the former
practice.
In the United States of America, indeed,
half a million tons of wood charcoal were still used in
furnaces, but there too the employment of coke went
on apace.
Whereas in the year 1872, 500,000 tons
of wood charcoal were used in iron smelting, with
947,000 tons of coke and 1,407,000 tons of anthracite
Russia,

(and anthracite
C

+ coke),

in

coal,

1892 the proportion stood
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as follows:

— 537.000 tons of

wood

charcoal, 7,154,000

tons of coke, and l,79cS,000 tons of anthracite (and
anthracite

-f-

coke).

Just as wood charcoal was produced

from wood

for the sake of obtfUning a fuel rich in carbon, so

coke was manufactured from coal at

same

intention.

with the
The desire was to obtain a fuel
first

that
(1)

Possessed a hit^h caloritic value.

(2) Wiis smokeless.
(3)

The

first

Was

infusible.

of these advantages

is

obtained partly

—
—

through concentration of the carV)on and this is
promoted by increasing the density
partly by
expulsion of the volatile, although partly combustible,
constituents.
In this process, however, a not inconsiderable

loss

of

fuel

tiikes

phvce,

since

the

volatilisation renders latent a large (juantity of heat.

As regards
pro])erty

to

the second

point,

a greater or

less

raw

coals

extent of

have the
evolving

and smoke, which jxive
C'oke. on the
rise to trouble in smelting operations.
other hand, burns without producing smoke and soot,
because the volatile constituents which give rise to
these in the case of coal are expelled by the coking.
For thevse reasons coke is more suitjible for metjillurgical and for all heating ])rocesses than the coking
Thirdly, the raw
coal from which it is manufactured.
except anthracite becomes soft in the heat and
coal
swells up, in consequence of which the employment of
it in the blast furnace in the raw condition is attended
with difficulty, since by this property of caking the
disarrreeablv smellinrr (rases

—

—
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uniform sinkinfj of the materials is interfered with.
Coke, on the other hand, is infusible, and moreover
by its porosity increases the permeability of the charge
Not less important is the
in a considerable degree.
fact that raw coals, especially those which are rich in
oxygen, absorb heat when carbonised in the blast
furnace, which, in

the case of previous coking,

is

saved to the furnace.

A

further, at first altogether unintentional, result

of coking
in

the

the expulsion of the sulphur contained

is

The expulsion of sulphur depends
upon the property possessed by the pyrites,

coal.

principally

which is contained in the coal, of being decomposed
by simple heating, whereby a part of the sulphur is
Some more of the sulphur is likewise
evolved.
expelled on quenching the newly - drawn coke, in
consequence of the contact of the water with red-hot
sulphides.

In

many

metallurgical processes

it is

impossible to

use coal slack, and likewise the small produced

washinor of

small coal

by the
But in the coke oven this
converted from its previously loose,

" fat coals."
is

finely divided condition into a strong, massive block.

The advantage which

is

thus obtained

is

specially

where the
mines producing bituminous
coals usually amounts to from 40-50 per cent, of the
output. Consequently, the development of the mining
industry there is dependent upon the manufacture of
obvious in such a locality as Westphalia,
proportion of " slack

" at

coke.

In earlier days, the volatile products of coking, to
wit, tar

and ammonia, were generally neglected, and
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were

lost.

becrinninsf

Only

in

rt'cent

times, since

been made of condensintj

1880, has a

tbe.se

valuable

bye-products, and of leadintj the incondensable teases

back to the ovens for the purpose of heatini^ the
latter.
The view fonnerly held, that the production
of good coke was not compatible with the saving of
ammonia and tar, has been proved to be nothing more
than a prejudice. The manufacture of coke without
recovery of bye-products is to-day frerjuontly regarded
as scarcely any longer a payable industry.
Oven or metallurgical coke is used
Uses of Coke.
for the. production of high temperatures, such as are
needed for the extraction of metals from their ores, and

—

in the

conversion of them into articles of connnerce.

—

by reduction of the ores that is. the
removal of oxygen by the coke. In the cjuse of simple
melting and heating processes, for example in the

This

is

effected

cupola furnace, coke serves only for the production of
heat; in blast-furnace operations, on the other hand,
the coke serves not only for the production of heat

but for the formation of carbonic oxide. Hence a
distinction is made between foundry coke and bhistfurnace coke. The ditlerences in chemical composition
and physical properties between these two kinds of

coke will be more fully considered
and V.

in

chapters IV.

In the Rulir district the total (juantity of foundry-

coke produced in l.Si)2 was 47(),IM)4 tons (metrical);
bla.st- furnace coke amounted to .S,0(i4,Sl7 tons = 7.s72
The ironworks, for the most part, produce
l)er cent.
the coke they recjuire by utilising the escaping gases
in the

coke ovens themselves.

PURPOSES OF COKING, AND USES OF COKE.
In the year 1891

the

:

21
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On

the jKlvent of railways, the

tirintr ot*

Kxiomotives

also affonle(l a very iinporbint outlet for coke.

the year

coke

In

90 per cent, of the
Dortmund district
about

1.S50, aceordin«r to repcjrts,

produced

the

in

tons — was

—

7800
used in locomotives.
The local
railway companies conseciuentl}' constructed coking
works for themselves in the lluhr district.*
The Diisselflorf and Elherfeld Railway, for example,
in the year 1.S4U already owned a coke work at the

The Cologne and Minden llailwa}*
followed in LS47 with two cokincj establishments at
Dortmund and Heme, the Taunus Railway had one
Siilzer

mine.

in Altenessen.

By

the beginning of the year 1860,

the coke produced in the
of

what was needed

Ruhr

district fell far short

to satisfy the

growing require-

ments of the railways. The latter then resorted to
the use of coal, which they found to be cheaper than
coke, for which there was at the time a brisk demand.
The inducement to have recourse to coal for tiring
locomotive engines is now completely removed by the
enormous development of the coke industry, a development so ni'cat that there would be no serious dithculty
in supplying the demands of the German railway
system for locomotive coke in everj' connection.
The extent to which the manufacture of coke in
the Rhenish-Westphalian coal district Inis increased
since l»S(j(S may be gatlu'red from the fact that, while
in that year the production amountcMl to 240,4')') tons,
in 1«S<J3 4,780,489 tons were manufactured, an increase
• F. M. SiminerHhat'h, ** Die KoksfahrikatioD
hczirk Dortnuind," Itcrlin, 1S87.

iin

Oberbcrgamtii-
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The production

the

of 1888 per cent.

of coke in

all

— excluding that from
ovens in connection with blast furnaces — was, in 1892,

districts of

Germany

together

Belgium produced in 1890 2,177,000
tons, the North of France in 1891 about 1,000,000
tons, and Mahrisch-Ostrau 200,000 tons.
An idea of
the coke production of Germany, in the last seven
years for which statistics are available, may be had
from the table p. 24.
While nowadays the allegation of a scarcity of
locomotive coke can no longer be made, on the other
hand, firing by means of coke offers, as compared with
heating by coal, a series of advantages that must not
In respect of cohesion, coke
be under estimated.
stands naturally at the head of the list of fuels with
6,843,330 tons.

96 per cent, according to official tests that of coals
being on an average of 45*5 per cent. Moreover, coke
;

can neither catch fire spontaneously, nor be decomposed by air, nor deteriorate on lying, as happens in
the case of all coals.
The railways mig^ht therefore,
with greater advantage, form their permanent stores
of fuel of coke.
Coke of good quality does not
attack the grate, nor does it " clinker " in the latter.

When burned

in properly constructed fireboxes its

heating power

is

With

not surpassed by any kind of

coal.

reference to the quantity of ash contained in

about 40 per cent, more than is present
In this connection, however, it must be
in coal.
remembered that the (juantity of carbon contained

coke, this

is

dry coke amounts to 92 to 93 per cent. in the
case of bituminous coal it is about 10 per cent. less.
This difference must be taken into account in
in

;
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Thus 1 ton of coke contains
comparing weights.
2240x93 = 2083 lbs. of carbon; 1 ton of coal
1
ton of coke
contains 2240 x "82 = 1837 lbs.
(sp.

gr.

1"0)

35'8

occupies

cubic

feet;

1

coal (sp. gr. 1*3) occupies 27 o cubic feet.

ton

of

Carbon

carbon in coal
coke per cubic foot, 58*2 lbs.
per cubic foot, 6 6 8 lbs. Further, a consideration of
the cost price of the pure carbon in coke and coal
gives the following result as the cost of the carbon
in

;

per ton, assuming in each case a price at the pithead
of ten shillings per ton
:

In the case of coal (82 per cent. C), 12-19 shillings.
10"75
coke (93
,,
,,
,,

A

difference of 13 J per cent in favour of coke.

With reference to the practical advantages of tiring
by means of coke, emphasis must in the first place be
laid on the fact that the latter, by reason of its greater
porosity, is more readily penetrated by the air required
moreover, especially
combustion than is coal
where bituminous coal is used, excessive caking takes
place on the surface of the fire and frequent breakIn the
ing up of the crust of coal is necessary.
of the
the
door
therefore,
case of firing with coke,
firebox does not need to be open so often, nor for the
same length of time, as when the firing is done by
coal, so that the loss of fuel which is thus occasioned
A coke fire, regularly attended to at stated
is less.
intervals, goes on burning (juietly and maintains a
constant high temperature, so that the evaporation
remains completely uniform and the steam pressure
The possibility of a train being
is always the same.

for

;
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left

lying on

—

the

line

by reason

of

shortness of

steam as sometimes happens under tlie present
system of heating by coal is absolutely precluded
by using coke

—

In addition to these economic and technical advanby means of coke must be granted to
possess a great superiority in its entire freedom from
tages, firing

smoke and sparks.* In long tunnels especially, the
surtbcating smoke emitted by the engine is most
objectionable.
This fact is recognised by the railway
authorities, since, at least in the Gothard and some
other tunnels, the locomotives are heated by means of
coke.
Coke firing is likewise pnictised on the Berlin
City Railroad, and on a number of street railways.
But the same reasons which have induced the manaL'ement to return to the methml of heating by means of
coke on the Berlin City Railroad should have been

—

equally valid in the case of the other roads indeed,
even more so, since, in addition to the already mentioned injuries to health and the danger arising from
firing

by

coal, the evil effects of coal

able in rural districts as well.

The

smoke

are notice-

districts traversed

by railway trains are injuriously affected by the soot
and smoke which they produce the gases in the
smoke contain sul})huric, hydrochloric, and sulphurous
acids which destroy the vineyards, orchards, nu'adows,
woodlands, and so fortli.
Tartieularly is this the case
with pines, which are destroyed in a very short time
by the smoke.
;

Frain the foregoing statements

it is

obvious that,

•Cp. Profeaaor E. Dietrich in " DeuUchen Bauzeitung "
and ••Gluckauf," 1892, p. 1)17.

for 1892
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point of view of agriculture, and
particularly from considerations of health as well
as on economic grounds, coke must he regarded as in
every way superior to coal for the firing of locomotive
engines.
And what is said here with reference to
locomotives applies with equal force to steamships,
where firing by means of coke would bring with it
alihe

from

the

the same advantages.

CHAPTER

II.

The coking power of coal in relation

to fusibility,
preparation, yield of coke, temperature of
coking, and type of oven. Remarks on theoretical and practical coke yield.

Not
be

every coal can be coked several conditions must
a useful coke can be manufactured
;

fulfilled before

from

it.

The usefulness

pre-eminently on

its

of a coal for coking depends

fusibility,

capacity for cakim^ more or

that

less

in

to

is

say, its

the heat, and

of <nvin<r a suthcientlv coherent residue.

In earlier days

it

was conjectured that the

fusibility

or non-fusibility of a coal stands in a definite relation
to

the

percentage composition, and

instances appear to support this view.

a

number
The cause

of
of

the non-fusibility or fusibility and the degree of the
latter

is

usually to be sought in the chemical composi-

no simple relation can be shown
to exist between them.
The view that the resinous constituents of the coal
condition the fusibility luus been pix)ved to be
erroneous.*
In every case the quantity of hydrogen
tion of the coal, but

*

alHO

Siepmann, " Zeit«ch. Berg, Hutten u. KalinenwoMn," I80I, p. 27
W. Carrick Amlereon, ••Trans, (ilaagow Phil. Soc.," 1897-98.
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and oxygen contained in the coal plays a far more
important part than the carbon. Coals very rich in
hydrogen and in oxygen no longer melt, neither do
those very poor in hydrogen and oxygen.
Thus
anthracite and those kinds of coal which approach in
composition the brown coals do not cake together
in the former this property is lacking because the
quantity of hj^drogen and oxygen is too small, in
the latter because it is too large. The constituents
of coal thus fall within definite limits above and
below.

The following

solid fuels,

table exhibits the series of

arranged with reference to their chemical

composition and yield of coke.
SERIES OF FUELS.
Kind.
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seeinf]^

that anionic coals cases of isomerism occur, in

which, of

t\v(^

coals identical in composition, the one

cakes and the other does not. The coking property
must therefore be determined by the presence of
certain compound^ of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
regarding which no further knowledge has been
gained up to the present time. Apparently they are
tarry bodies, which, at a higher temi)erature, are
decomposed into volatile constituents and ti.xed carlK)n,
the latter of which by its stiffness serves as a cement.
In opposition to these conclusions is the view of

Wedding, which
chemists.

The

at the Royal

that of a

is

accepted as correct by numerous

latter expresses himself in his lectures

Mining School at Berlin

" fusibility "

impossible to speak.

of

carbon

it

to the etiect
is

altogether

Hydrocarbons may, indeed, be

partly fusible lK)dies, but at the high temperature of

the coking oven, even with these
question of an

occurrence
stalactites

intermediate

fluid

it

condition.

of caking, as well as the

and

" hairs,"

may

can only be a

The

formation of

rather be explaine«l in

way, namely, that the h^'drocarlnjus at a higher
For example, the
temperature separate off carVu)!!.
heavy hydrocarlK)n C._,H4, which is evolved in consequence of the lowering of the temperature within
the coal, on reaching the hotter jmrts <»f the oven loses
carbon (CoH4 = C4-Cll.,), which deposits in exceedingly
These carl)on tubes then ramify in such a
fine tubes.
way that several separate pieces grow together. While
caking coal shows this property in the highest degree,
this

in the case of the sinter coals

only the adjacent parts

of one and the same piece unite together, and in the
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case of the sand coals, rich in gas, as in the case of

which is poor in gas, even this does not
take place any longer, but the coals crack up and give
coke powder. The fact that in the apparently fused
coke hairs, which are, however, in reality as in the
case of soot formed only of fine carbon, one can often
recognise hydrogen, and oxygen is, according to this
anthracite,

view, to be ascribed simply to the incomplete nature
of the decomposition as carried out in practice.

A

third view regarding the coking property in coals

has recently been propounded by Ed. Donath.*
Donath starts from the view of W. Lugi,-|- to wit,
that carbon can appear in numerous modifications, and

that the cause of allotropy in the element

is

not to be

sought merely in a difierent arrangement of the molecules (that

is

in a physical difiference only), but lies

deeper, namely, in the difierent size and structure of

the molecule

to which, moreover, rather than to

itself,

be ascribed the extraordinary
difiiculty, or rather in the majority of cases the
absolute impossibility, of converting the modifications

anything

else, is

to

of carbon into one another.

dictum of Lugi, Donath
regards the difierence in behaviour of the varieties of
coal when subjected to dry distillation as founded on
the ijreat difierence in structure of the carbon subIn the matter of which the true coals are
stance.

Taking

his stand

upon

this

Ueber neuere Forschiingen der chemischen ForE. Donath.
in ihier Beziehung zur Metallurgie, in der "Oesterreicliischen
also *' Zeitsch. dea OberZeitschrift fUr Berg und Hiittenwesen"
schlesischen Berg und Hiittenmiinnischen Vereins," October, 1894.
schung

;

tW.
4085

;

Lugi.
Ber. der deutsch Cheni. (iesellsch. in Berlin, 1891,
1892, 1378.
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arrangement and concatenation of the
carbon atoms in the molecule may even be ditierent
from that which exists, for example, in brown coal,
and this may also show itself by their behaviour
on heatinor and in the condition of the residue.
Donath considers that the ditierent varieties of
carbon which can be prepared pure b}' chemical
treatment, for example, from coal coke, the residue of
brown coal, wood charcoal, and soot are, chemically
speaking, (juite distinct, and reserves it to himself to
adduce experimental proof of this if possible. "Indeed,
the properties of coke which are known to us," he
proceeds, "the greater ditliculty of burning it as
compared with wood charcoal, and the greater
coinpose<l tlie

resistance

it

otters to licjuid oxidising agents, enable

us to conclude that the carbon molecule in it is
difierently constructed from that of wood carbon.

Perhaps the carbon of coke exhibits a transition
between the ordinary (soot) carbon and amorphous
The foregoing would, moreover, atibnl an
graphite.
explanation of the fact that the brown coals. &c., do
not coke, because in them the molecule has not that
structure which conditions the property of yielding
coke."

Interesting as the conclusions of
will only be

of

deemed

coals with

which the one

satisfactory,

if,

Donath

a coking and

tiie

they

besides, in the case

similar chemical composition
is

are,

— but

of

other a non-coking

coal — a ditierent structure of the Ciirbon substance can

be shown.
The cakivg pcnver of coal shows a turiation in
According to the
degree in different coal basins.
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percentage of bitumen (gasifiable constituents) they
contain, coals are divided, as

—corresponding at
geological age — as follows
5-10

well known,* into

same time

the

classes

(1)

is

to

their

:

per cent.

volatile constituents

— Lean

anthracitic

coal

the

(geologically
oldest).
(2)

10-15-5

„

Sinter

,,

Caking coal

coal

(old)

poor

in gas.
(3) 15*5-33*3

(old) poor in

gas.

(4) 33*3-40

Caking

„

coal (recent) rich

in gas.
(5)

40-44 "4

Sinter coal (recent) rich

,,

in gas.

(6) 44-4-50

Sand

,,

in

coal (recent) rich

gas

(geologically

the youngest).

Among

those coals which are geologically the most

recent as

well

as

among

caking power increases

maximum

in

middle (3 and

the
4),

case

the

of

those

formed, the

which

reaches
lie

in

a

the

but variation in the overlying strata

exercises considerable influence

the seams.

earliest

uniformly, and

With

increased

upon the properties of

thickness in the over-

lying mountain masses, coals that are geologically
older become better adapted for coking, while those

which are more recent develop the coking property
in proportion as the thickness of the

strata diminishes.
*

D

Wedding,

*'

As regards the

superincumbent
relation

Gnmdriss der Eisenhiittenkiindc,"

of

p. 46.

the
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cokiiif^

power of

Ruhr

coal to the <;eolot;ical period in

tlie

on
the one hand, throu^^liout the wliole formation, from
the bottom upwards, and, on the other liand, in zones
from west to east.
The table on p. *i5 shows the
cokinf( power of the coals from the different formations of the Saar district*
the

basin, tlie property of cakin;^ increases,

.

The

])roperty of cakin<^

thf

in

is

Many

coals a somiiwhat unstable one.
lose the cakin^j

The cause

power very quickly

of this

is

kinds of coal

after extraction.

more or

to be found in the

By

rapid weatherint^ of the coal.

the cokinu; power of the coal

is

of certain

cast*

less

contact with air

diminished, and this

is

accompanied by a decrease in the (piantit}* of hydrogen, espi'cially of free hydrof^^en. and ])y an incre»ise

the oxygen

in

<lecre}ise

contained

the

surface ex})osed to the

more lapidly
is in the form

the latter

oxygen of the

air,

of lum])s.

fusibility of the coal can be easily judged

connecte<l.

compared
is

The swelling up may
with

tlu'

action

is

of

l)e

it

is

from

closely

appropriately

A

yea^st.

dough

too thin does not rise because the gjvs bubbles

soon burst and the dough
that

and con-

])()wdered coal than wln'U

in

the degree of intumescence with which

that

This

substance.

takes place more rapidly the greater the

se(jU(Mitly

The

in

not so thin,

falls

down

again.

and therefore tougher,

A dough

offers

more

resistiinct' to the jiscending bubbles of g>is and larger
cavities result, the tougher walls of which tlo not
collapse when the bubble finally bursts (Jiiptner,
•

Remy,

•*

Kohleiiaufl)creitung

und Verkokung

in Sa&rgcbiot."
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:HJ

"

Heizstoffe

").

Coals

wliicli

do not melt, or which do

On the other
only partially, do not swell up.
hand, coals which melt easily form a thin fluid mass
and consequently become stiti'only after a lon^j time;
s;o

tendency to swell up
than coals which are dithcultly fusible, maintain a
viscous condition, and more quickly become stifi'

hence, on cokintr, they

This

is

show

also the reason

less

why many

coals swell

up

to

the same extent even although the temperature be
ditl'erentjwhile in other cases the degree of intumescence
varies.
As ret^ards the influence of temperature on

amount of intumescence, cokes are more strongly
swollen up the more moderate the heat to which

the

they have been exposed, and rice vrrsd.
In Westphalia, accordin<; to Muck,* the coals which
swell up strongly on heating and ditl'er only slightly
in respect of free hydrogen are characterised generally

by the following features:
(1) The tobil hydrogen is low.
(2) The combined hydrogen is
(3) The yield of coke is high.

low.

These rules hold, however, only for the coals of the
Relations between the degree of
Ruhr district.
swelling and the percentiige composition of the coals

have not hitherto been estnblished authoritiitively.
In all probability, however, in the ca.se of caking coals
the higher yield of coke every wliere runs parallel
with the more ]K)werful intumescence.
A. Schondortrf divides coals into five

classe^^

bused

upon the swelling up.
•

Mtick,

t

'*

•'

Rteinkohlen Chcmie,"

PrtuM. ZoitHch.,"

vol. 23, p.

linokfiihigkcit drr S4U4rk«»hlen."

p. 84.
I.'i5,

rt ittq.^ •*

Koksttusbeuu uml
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in the

platinum

crucible appears

Rough,

Loose

all

least

up

over or at

(i.)

Sand

coal.

to near the

rim,

Like

Sintered

fine sand,

hard,

loose

(ii.)

only in the middle,

hard

Sintered «and
coal,

all

(iii.)

Sinter coal.

Grey and hard, breaking oft" in the
form of buds, Smooth, with metallic lustre and hard.

(iv.)

Caking sinter

Sintered

Black,

over.

V

The caking

coal.
(v.)

Caking

coal.

coals are best adapted for the prepara-

In consequence of the
caking property which they possess it is possible even
from caking coals which are high in ash to manufacture a coke relatively low in ash by pulverising
and subjecting them to treatment before coking.
The process of treatment may be either a dry or a
tion of a coke of good quality.

wet

effects the separation of shale, pyrites,

According to the

&c.
(sp.

and

one,

gr.

(•2'4),

5'1) will

and

last

of

settle
all

specific gravity, the

down
the

pyrites

then the shale
coal (1*35), in sharply
first,

divided layers.

Preparation of the coal

is

necessary in the generality-

of cases, because, with increase in the (quantity of ash,

the caking power of the coal diminishes.

Stein,

how-

found a coal containing over "21 per
cent, of ash which still caked.
The ash contained in coal comes partly from the
organic substance of which the coal is composed,
and partly from fireclay and other incombustible
ever

(ioc.

cit),
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inatt«*r

which has

])een

enclosed

in

the coal

when

some extent from
included rocks and stones introduced in the winning
of the coal, the number of wdiich depends upon the
care exercised therein as well a,s uiK)n the method
The latter part of the ash is ejisily and
of working.
completely separated by washing, the former, however,
The shale is fre(|Uently so
cannot be removed.
intimately mixed with the sub.stance of the coal that
the latter is removed along with it in the mechanical
it

Wits

laid

d(nvn,

and

also

to

treatment.

The individual constituents
caking power of coals in so far
of

silica, clay,

of the Jish atiect the
Jis

excessive (piantitie;s

and iron hinder the caking by
If the Jish,

of their high melting point.

rejvson

on the other

melting

jxjint
hand, contains an exce.ss of lime
lowered, a circumstance which promotes the
is
caking, since thereby coal particles that only cak«*
with dithculty lu'conic )»aked togi'ther through the
its

fusion of the

a.sh,

and

foini

a

dense coke of giKxi

a])p('arance.

The dictum, "the purer

tin-

coal,

the

purer the

In Pennsylvania.* liowever.
The Connelsville
there is a noteworthy exception.
coal there contains a very small (piantity of jush, and
is so soft that it goes directly to the coking process

coke," holds generally.

without any further preparation.

•••l)ic lU'«ling\iuj,'rM d<>s K<>k»l)rinnrn8." n'|»rint«Hl tmin tin*
mining w««'kly, " l)«r Ik-rghnn " (^'"rl HrrtonlMirg (;rls« nkiivhm
Tlu- author of this |miK'r Ih not Dr. .Muck jw* stnt^il in SrlinalH'l'H
" U'lirl)urli (lir AlU'gtn. HMttonkunde," but V. M. Simmcnibach of
i.

li^K'huni.
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The composition
Carbon,

-

of this coal

-

-

Ash,

Water,

A

still

less

region of

is
-

-------------

Volatile constituents,

Sulphur,

-

Water,

-

quantity of ash

West

W edding — has

-

is

The

Virginia.

39

59*616 per cent.
30" 107

,,

-784

„

8-233
1-260

found in the coke
coal

— according

the following average composition

101 percent.

-

-

-

Volatile constituents,

-

-

18 '81

,,

Fixed carbon,

-

-74-26

,,

-

Sulphur,
Ash,

to

-

-

-

-------------

-

-

-

-

73

,,

5-19

jj

The coke has an average composition
Water,

'35 per cent.

Volatile constituents,

-

-

"76

Fixed carbon,

-

-

92-55

,,

60

,,

575

,,

Sulphur,

-

-

Ash,

The quantity

,,

of ash often varies considerably in

individual instances, but always remains exceptionlow, so

ally

that

scarcely

any ground

exists

for

washing the coal, since sometimes the cokes manufactured from unwashed coals contain less than 2
per cent, of ash (Wedding, " Stahl und Eisen," 1893,
p. 21).

many works

America even raw coal, with its
contained shaly matter and sulphui-, is filled directly
into the ovens without having to undergo anything in
In

the

way of

in

separation, washing, or pulverising.

works have indeed

tried

washin^r,

Many

but have soon

40
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from wjvshed coal brouo^ht
no better price as fiu*l than that from unwash(vL So
great a loss in coal dust took place on wjishing, and
relinquisluMl

it,

for the coke

the physical structure was so
it

much

was found more advantajreous

deteriorated, that

to retain the ash at

the cost of an increase in the (juantity of fuel used

than to diminish

it

by washing.

It follows, therefore, that washinL(

or advantageous in the case of
liowever, coal which

much ash and
and uHirely

is

all

is

not necessary

Obviously,

coals.

too impure and contains

t<K)

pyrites to be coked in the unwaslied

sifted

condition

is

benefiteil

by being

subjected to a process of washing.

A

distinction

unwashed
as " washed
"

is

made between

"

washed " and
also spoken of

coking coal, and coke is
and 'unwashed.' Washed coking coal
shouhl contain at the most 6 per cent, of ash and 7 per
'

"

cent, of water.

By

careful treatment,

of coal of j)roper quality, the ash

and by the use

may

be reduced

coke with about 55 per cent,
is obtained.
With regard to the moisture, it is
advisable that it should not exceed 7 percent.
When
in this state of humidit}', the coking coal still pticks
to 4 per cent., so that a

togetln'r sufheiently fast in

much

and settles
the oven, which of itself

together, does not enclose too

air,

has an influence upon the structure of the coke.
The grain of the coking coal should not, as a rule,
exceed 4 unus. (,\ inch). If the size ol the grains is
greater than 4 nuns, and

not uniform, then un<loubt(Mlly an increiised burning oft* of carbon in the
oven is the result. The finer the grain of the coiil
is, the denser is the coke, and the smaller the Ioks of
is
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combustible matter through burning. Finely ground
coal, and indeed coal mud, even that high in ash, gives
a very dense coke, which, however, it may be said, is
The nearer the
useless for metallurgical purposes.

and the smaller and more
compressed they are, the more easily do they cake
together.
At the same time, coarse-giained coal can
also yield good coke, as the American round-oven
pieces lie to one another,

coke proves.
According to R. de 8oldenhott"s* view^ as good a
coke is produced when coarse bituminous coal, the
grains of which do not exceed 9'5 mm., is employed as
with completely pulverised coal. Soldenhoif' refers to
the well-known fact that in using completely dry
pulverised coal considerable losses take place owing to

away with

coal being carried

the evolved gases.f

Corresponding to this there naturally results a
diminished yield of coke, and the coal thus carried
over may, by choking up the passages, cause
interruptions

the process.

of

In Stafibrdshire coke

is

manufactured from very

some places only by the use

few bituminous

coals, in

of coarse coal.

The larger the

pieces of coal that are

more massive are the
by the employment of

result

;'

either

no coke

is

obtained

which
powdered coal

pieces of coke

used, the

finely

at

all

or only one

of

inferior quality.
//

itS

coal to
*

therefore

powder

no meaihs necessary to reduce the
produce a good nieUdiiirgical coke

bij

to

Pror. of the So.
Soldenhoff.
unci Eisen," ir>th May, 1891.
t See anions others Hiissner, "Stahl

R.

(le

Wales

Instit. of Engineers,

"Stahl

und Eisen,"

1892, p.

I!>4.
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it

(Icpeads ruthrr

on

the

«

>K

CUKE.

kind of

thr coal,

whether a

prefenrd.
The cokiiit^ property appears in coals of troin 70-cSO
per cent. yiol<l of coke at most. Coals which have a
very hi^^^h (S2-l)0 per cent.) or a very low yiehl of coke
The yield of coke diminishes in
no longer cake.
Westphalia, as a rule, from the lower to the upper

course or

(t

fine

grain

is to he

For Saar coals A. SchondorH" {loc. rit.) found
the following luiniinum and maxiniuiii values:
strata.

Yield of Coke.

6093-7 180

Caking Coal,
Caking Sinter Cuals,
Sinter Coals,

-

Sintered Sand

Sand

Coals,

-

-

00-35-70'6G

-

5G-44-74-76

Coals,
-

.V.)

-89-7 102

:.9:M-Sl-95

-

coals give a consideraMy

Ruhr

-

hirgrr yield, alx)ut

70-87 per cent.

The

coals

which are

rich in carbon

and

p(»or in

gas

(short flaming caking eoalsj give a higher yield of
coke tlian those which are much sui)erior in respect of

caking but give oti" more g^is, an<l are generally long
Haming. Thus the coking proci'ss is more profitable,
s(»
far as yi<'ld is concerned, the nearer the caking
coals stand in their properties to the anthracitic.
In consniuence of this the praetiei- luis recently

Ih-'CU

nsorted to of mixing eoals which are of inferior
(piality as regards caking, but are rich in airlxjn, with
coals

which cake well but yield a large amount of

gtis,

order thereby to obtain a mati^rial suitable for
The intimate mixture of tlifierent kinds of
coking.
coal is naturally facilitated in the cius.- nf prejmred
in
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by

being already in

these
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a finely

divided

condition.

Coals which

cake readily and give

a large

oft*

quantity of gas give, in conse(|uence of their strong
swelling up, porous cakes of low specific gravity, with

weak

which are easily broken down. Those
which yield little gas give dense cokes of

cell-walls

caking coals
higher specific gravity.
For this reason also it
conditions, to

mix the

is

an advantage, under certain
If

coals.

it is

desired to obtain

from coals rich in gas which
cake readily, the decomposition must not terminate
too hastily, and while it is going on, the coals must be
submitted to a heavy pressure under which the volume

a relatively dense coke

of the gases being evolved

is correspondingly reduced.
In the Semet-Solvay ovens, which, without employment of a special regenerator or air heater, go to a
very high temperature and evolve gas quickly, in
consequence of which they are specially suited to the
coking of lean coals, mixtures of 75 per cent, fat coal
and 25 per cent, lean coal are converted into very

good coke.

At the Phoenix the mixture

of

coals

used consists of 73-77 per cent, of fat coal, giving !i5-26
per cent, of gas, with 23-27 per cent, of lean coal,
giving 7-8 per cent, of gas, so that it contains only
20-21 per cent, of gas.

Osnabriick there
cent,

by weight

is

At the Georgs-Marienhiitte

added to the caking

25 per

of Piesberg anthracite.

So-called anthracite coke

Wales, according to L.
*

coal

at

manufactured in South
N. Lukens,* by mixing 60 per
is

" Eng. and Min. Jr.," 40, p. 239; and "Jahresber. tiberdie Leist.
Technologie," 18S(>.

•der Cheni.
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85 per cent, bituminous coaL
and
per cent, of pitch. The coke obtained hits the
following typical composition
cent, of anthracite dust,

:

Carbon,

.

.

-

94 "63

.

.

Hydrogen.
O.xy^'LMi

;iii(l

iiitio^rcii.

I

Sulplmr,

-

-

-

Asli,

-

-

-

-

Landore Works

cent.

jKjr

-.SO

,,

IS

,,

li.'J

:j

30

Pennsylvania also obtain a
coke Ht for use in the bla.st furnace from a mixture of
50 per cent, anthracite dust and 50 percent. bituniinouH
Thi;

in

coal.

A

more

careful examination of the influence exerteii

by individual constituents of the

coal

upon the yield

of coke reveals the fact that a relation exists Ix^tween

the latter and

The (juantity of hydrogen and oxygen.
(2) The quantity of hygroscopic water.
(3) The amount of ash in the coal.
^riie
yield of coke depends mainly upon the
(juantity of free hydiogen in the coal, and upon the
particular compounds of carbon that are produced iu
(1)

the coking process.

The

quantities of hydrogen and

oxygen

the coal regulate the pro])ortion of

tixe<l

cont}une<l in

and gaseous

b(Klies formed in the <listillation, in so far as in the
coking process oxygen and hydrogen, except a small
residue remaining in the coke, are completely expelled,
the oxygen being driven oti' with the corresponding
part of tlie hydrogen as water, or with carl>on an
carbonic aci<l (or carlK)nic oxide); while the surplus
free hydrouen is evolve<i in the form of contJensiible
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contained, thoucrh

and

hydrocarbons,

non-condensable

only to a small
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likewise

is

extent,

in

the

oxygenated acids and bases of the tar.
But to
convert one atom ( = 12 parts by weic]^ht) of carbon
into CO2 requires two atoms ( = 32 parts by weight)
of oxygen while, on the other hand, only four atoms
( = 4 parts of weight) of hydrogen are needed to convert
one atom of carbon into CH4. Consequently, the free
hydrogen is capable of vaporising a quantity of
carbon eight times as great as oxygen can. Since
even in methane or marsh gas (CH4), the hydrocarbon poorest in carbon, the carbon amounts to 75
per cent., the free hydrogen has an exceedingly unfavourable effect upon the yield of coke, and, on the
contrary, a favourable effect upon the yield of gas.
The case may easily occur where a coal containing
a larger quantity of carbon and less hydrogen and
oxygen gives a smaller yield of coke than one which
has less carbon but more oxygen.
This happens,
according to Dr. Muck,* at the Hannover Mine at
Bochum, seam 11.
The Mattkohle (" dull coal "), with a composition,
;

C,

-----

H,

-

0,

-

-

-

84-740 per cent.

-

5-261

„

-

9-999

„

yields 63*80 per cent, of coke.

---------

The Glanzkohle
C,

H,
0,

yields

-

6805 per

("

-

bright coal

-

"),
-

with a composition,
82-988 per cent.

-

5-301

„

-

11-701

„

cent, of coke.
Steinkohlen Chemie,"

p.

'J I.
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But tor 1000 parts of carVjon there
the

"

Mattkohle,"' 47.3*5 i)arts of free

is

contjiined in

and 14-75 parts

combined hydrocren: in the " (ihinzkohle." 4G"2J^ parts
Consefree and 17 (>4- parts combined hydrogen.
quently, the small ditlJM'cnce of
hydrofjjen

and 2'H9 combined

110

parts

liydro^^en. for

of free

1000 parts

determines the iniportant ditierence of
almost 5 per cent, in the yield of coke.
Sometimes the yield of coke is determined by the

of

carlx)n,

amount

of free, sometimes

by the combined

liydrofjen

According to Muck (lor. cit.), in cases
hydrogens are nearly the same, the
yield of coke is diminished with
(1) Increase of combined hydrogen (or oxygen).
(2) Decrease of free hydrogen.
In cases where the free hydrogens are nearly equal.
it diminisht's almost proportionally with the increase
of total liydrogen: an<l wherr the combined hydrogens are ap])roximately the same, it diminishes with
increase of free hydrogen.
A large percentage of oxygen in the coal also
diminishes the yield of coke, inasmuch as it jrives

(or oxyo^en).

where the

rise to

total

many

ditliculties in

the working of the process.

Thus, in consequence of the j)resence of ox\'gen, a
very brisk and violent evolution of gas and smoke
takes phice at the beginning, which,

if the flues are
necessary to open the lids in the
ovens in order to provide a way of esaipe.

small,

renders

When

it

weathering of the coal takes place, hN'drogen
and oxygen exercise a further intluence upon the
yield of coke.
The weathering is the result of an
absorption of oxygen, which oxi<lises a part of the

THE
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carbon and hydrogen of the coal into carbonic acid
and water, while another part of it enters directly into
the composition of the coal.
If, now, the hvdro^en does not diminish simultaneously with the increase of oxygen, as is generally the
case when the oxidation takes place at a little over

weathering causes a decrease in the yield of
if, on the other hand, the loss of hydrogen
coke
exceeds the proportional gain of oxygen, there results
100

,

:

an increase of the coke
takes place at a

As a

rule,

yield, especially if the oxidation

much higher temperature than

however, the yield of coke

is

100^.

diminished by

weatherino-.

The quantity

of

hygroscopic water contained in

coal naturally causes a decrease in the yield of coke.

The formation

of steam

in the

oven absorbs very

considerable quantities of heat, so that the carbonisa-

thereby retarded, although a certain quantity
of water promotes the closer packing of the oven
tion

is

charge, and secures a uniform melting of the coal

The

can also be obtained,
however, with dry coals, as is proved by the hard
coke manufactured at the Rheinpreussen Mine at
Homburg on the Rhine.
As regards the influence of the ash on the yield of
coke, the latter rises with increase in the quantity of
particles.

latter

result

bad conductoiof
temperature
of heat, causes a lowering of the
ash, because the ash -substance, being a

coking.

coking capacity of a coal depends preeminently on its quality, yet the contrivances for
cokincf are none tlie less to be taken into account.
If

the
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Certain South StiiHunlshire* coals iur cxainple which,

when

treated under ordinary conditions, give a brittle

fritted coke, yield a

hard pro<luct when the heat

is

raised jjuickly to brif^ht redness.

Accordinf^ to Dr.

Muck

such coals as by

{loc. cit.),

gentle heating in the crucibh* yield either an injper-

show a tendency
swelling alisoluRdy rerjuire a hot working
fectly mt'ltrd product or

to excessive

of the oven,

otherwise a frothy friable coke is obtained, with more
On the
of a sooty bhick than a metallic appearance.
other hand, in the case of coals which swell up only

whether they be heated gently or strongly,
is not an absolutely necessary condition,
although it always has a favourable etiect.
If caking coals be heated gradually instea<l of
quickly they no longer melt regularly, and the result
is a very ill-formed and strongly swollen coke residue.
The fusible substance of the coal is destroyed by
slightly,

hot working

])}i.rtial

distillation.

The same thing happens
takes place with sufficient
air

V>e

not sufficiently

these conditions

v\vi\

when

ra])i(lity, if

the coking

the entrance of

guarded against, since under

partial

decomposition

bikes place

throujjh oxidation.^

caking coals be heated gently for a lengthened
there
period of time in the open air to alxjut 'M)0
substiince
fusible
results from th«^ originally readily
a new carbon com{)ound or a mixture of such, which
has the property of melting in a much less degree
If

,

or indeed not at

all.

• Mu8prntt'« ••Chemistry," 3rd edition, 1876.
I

Cp.

W.

Carrick Ainlerson, Trnns. (Jlasgow

IMiil. S<>c.,

IS97-98.
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The more difficult the coal is to cake, the higrher
must the temperature be, and the more quickly must
the coking process be carried on to yield useful coke.

The speed

consequently in
every case determined by the percentage composition
of the coking coal.
Coals, as has been already stated, do not always coke
of the cokinor process

is

equally well at different temperatures, and the same
true of different types of oven.

In the

Lurmann

is

oven,

seem to be unable to coke
without some admixture of gas or lean coal.*
for example, fat

With

respect to fat coals as such, one can distinguish,

as in the case of
high,

coals

i.e.,

fat,

all

classes of coal, different degrees,

half-fat,

and normal coking

coal

with
High-

about 18 per cent, of volatile constituents.
fat coal," with a content of volatile constituents of
25-30 per cent, and upwards (much oxygen), cokes
with strong swelling up on account of the violent
evolution of gas and smoke, and cannot therefore
be treated in the horizontal ovens of the Coppee,
Otto, and similar types like ordinary coking coal.
At some coke works the rapid evolution of gas in
these ovens is checked by the presence of much water
in the coals, 12-18 per cent., certainly to the detriment
of the ovens and with <;reat waste of carbon.
It
"
"
would be more rational when hiorh-fat coal is beinjr
employed in the Coppee ovens to allow the process
to begin slowly by the action of the heated gases,
in order to moderate the rapid evolution of gas at
"

the start.

*

E

Cp. "Stahl uiul Kisen," 18S7,

vii.
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Tlie ovens best suited for such coals are the V>eehive

ovens (round ovens), because in these which have a
small store of heat the coal itself must supply the
heat re(|uired to eti'ect the carbonisation, and this
proceeds downwards from the U>p so that the cokinfy
process is thereby rendered slow at first (duration up
The Americans have not erred
to seventy-two hours).
very far in retainin^^ the use of round ovens for their
"

hitrh-fat coals."

The

"

forest-clay coal " of Obernkirche produces a

very hircra (juantity of gas, so that there the methoil
of coking in open " Meiler ovens " has l>een rettiine<l,
in wliicli, likewise,

In South
employed

Wales
;

in

the coal
the

itself is

horizontal

the source of heat.

type

of

oven

is

Durham, on the contrary, the beehive

type, because in the latter district the coking coal
is

much more bituminous than

in

the first-named

basin.

In this

way

the kind of coal determines the use of

one type of ovrn or another.

The

coking is ascertained in
the laboratory by determining the caking power and
For the various methods, Post's
the yield of coke.
suital)ility of a coal for

Chemisch-technische Analyse," Kerl's Probirkunst,"
Wedding's " Eisenprobirkunst," and others may be

'•

*'

referred
It

is

to.

evident that a determination of the coke yield by

experiment in the laboratory cannot be a completely
satisfactory test, since the theoretical yield of coke is

generally higher than the pmctiwd yield with l»igh
temperature ovens and normal working. In every
case,

however, the crucible coking test gives a certain
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from which the coke yield may be inferred.
The best and most reliable results, however, are got
from experiments in the coke oven itself.
The causes of the divergence between the theoretical
and practical yield of coke may be of many different
kinds.
In the first place, it is very difficult to obtain
an average sample. Further, the laboratory method
of heating is one quite different from that employed
In the small crucible the coal
on the large scale.
quickly reaches a high temperature, the melting
takes place fairly quickly and uniformly throughout
the gases can escape quickly, and
the whole mass
the coke that is finally got appears swollen to an
extent which is never realised in actual practice. In
figure

;

the latter case, the distillation takes place against
the resistance of a molten crust of

ever-increasing

and under the pressure of the oven gases.
If, further, towards the end of the coking, the last
portion of coal in the middle of the oven is
thickness,

decomposed, while the coal particles next the walls
have been already for some time coked, the gas and
steam rising from the middle pass over the already
formed glowing coke and thereby become combined
with as much as 2 per cent, of carbon.
The principal cause of the difference, however, is to
be found in the destruction of carbon by burning,
through air being admitted during the continuance
of the coking process, and this is dependent upon
three factors,
closing

of

viz.,

the

the

oven

mode
doors,

of charging, imperfect

and

method

the

of

coking employed.

The more carefully the charge

of coal

is

levelled in
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tho oven so as to

of the elevations on the

rid

o;et

surface, the less frequently will a subsequent coking

be necessarv (which may oft<*n last si'veral hours)
this in itself has an effect on the yield of coke.

When

the ovens are

.bein^^ char^^cd a

of cold air streams in at once,

lar^e quantity

and the siime takes place
In this way, not only is a

oven doors.
wdiich is in many
])art of tlu' carbon lost, and smoke
ways troublesome and injurious to health produced,
but the temperature of the flame is lowered, and in

on

op«'nin(( the

—

—

the

consecjuence

be

to

particles

conditions

tho

transmission of

heated

fumes

is

heat

lessened.

contain

not

to

the coal

Under

these

only soot,

i.e.,

but also carbon monoxide, which,
a larger (juantity of heat wore dovolopcd, would

unburnt

coal,

if
]te

able to burn.

The method of coking exercises an intluence upon
Where the walls
the amount of loss by burning.
newly charged oven become at once heated to
a very high temperature, the first gases which do

of a

not

need

a

great

somewhat

heat

for

their

i)r()duction

will

and towards the end
of the coking process, when they are absolutely
necessary for the production of the very high
temperature that is recjuired to comj)lete the process,
they fjiil. The consequence of this is that the cok<»
burner must permit air to enter through the sight
holes, in order that, by the burning of a |)art of tb«'
carlM)n, he may make compensiition for the failing
supply of heat, and this naturall}* at the expense of

come

off'

violently,

the yield.
It

appears to be a<lvisable, therefore, to allow the
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and afterwards

at a continually increasing temperature in order to
lessen the surface burning of the charge.

A

further

burning is made if the air for
combustion meets with the prases from the cokincr
at their exit from the oven space, and the combustion
takes place not in the oven space but in the lateral
flues.
The last protection from burning is to be
found in the (juickest possible cooling of the coke
mass on its withdrawal from the ovens.
In the case of beehive ovens it is impossible to avoid
the burning of a part of the carbon, since a quantity
of air must be admitted into the oven to allow the
process to go on.
Thus Connelsville coal (U.S.A.)
containing 59*62 per cent, of fixed carbon produces
in beehive ovens 5425 per cent, of coke carbon = 91
reduction of

this

per cent, of the total fixed carbon; Miller coal (U.S.A.)

coke with only 5035
per cent. C = 73J per cent. (Weeks' "Report on the
Manufacture of Coke ").
This experience has been met w4th, however, not
only where the coking has been conducted in open
ovens, but also where other systems have been in use.
The Miller coal, already mentioned, with 68"5 per cent,
of C, yielded in Belgian ovens coke carbon to the
extent of 6125 per cent. = 894 per cent, of the
containing

6850 per

cent. C, a

total.

In the case of Coppee ovens the difiorenco is found
to be still less, and in Westphalia amounts to 5-7 per

In the case of ovens where tar and
ammonia are recovered, the yield is several per cents,
liigher than in the ordinary coke ovens.
This higher

cent, at most.
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TAliLE 1.*
CouMH-sitionof the

Vi^r'

iXn^SITo"/
Coke

SOIR) K OK THE

1.

fJKRMANV.
seams

/"Avenvfie of «
I

2.
I
I

from

Majipiu-s

of 11 se^uiis

from the

mine.

l»resi<leiit

J Coal witli

hi;;lu»st

til.-

9.

10.

.

-

8*2-319

5*284

12-397

44 16

18*81

84-003

4-084

11-013

42-06

79-887

5-404

14-708

44*61

88*124

5-264

6-612

50-86

88*807

5-185

6-008

40*93

6-S63

6-889

51-65

5145

8-654

4707

4-903

7-S45

45*41

5-538

0-981

60-74

5-241

6-681

60-05

3-041

8-062

32-38

88*560

4-580

6*870

42-01

89-930

4-340

i

-

-

I

<nk«' viel<l

Prt'si.h-nt miiu-.

•

lowest roke vieltl
88*308
I from the President mine,
rAvenme of u\ seams from the
86*201
Cnuri mill.',
with liiuhest coko yield
I Coal
87*752
from th<- Conrl mine, j
Coal with lowest eoke yieM
84*484
from the Cotirl mine,
^
Coal from II. IkickHtatt of the
'88*128
Roland mine,Cojil from the Sonnenschein
of
87*007
seam
the Massen mine,
I

witli

C«Kil

-

8.

Com- ToUkL

'jbined.

lowest roke yieh!

from the Carc»lus
mine,

I

7.

Free

Mii^nuH

(Jarolus

th»'

from
C.

O+N

|

4. /'Averaj;*'
I

H
fnuii tlie

(>'an»IuM .MajrJius luint', •
Coal with hi^liest cokf yiehl

Imim-.
Coal with

5.

from Ash-

('OKI..

-

;

11.

,

-

12.

LOWKIC SILKSIA.
Avera>:e of
neams from
',)

Carl
i:{.

Coal

(

;.•..!-

Vietor pit.

\\ith lii^ihest

-

tlie
-

coke yiehl
j

from

llif

Carl (Jeorn Victor

pit.
14.

Coal with lowest coke yield
from the ("arl (teorg Victor

I

'

'88-050

pit,
Iti:i.«ilUM.
Ifi.

Iti.

17.

Average
Mons,

of

seamn

o

I

fnun

,

88'(MKI

Averajie of
Centre.
Avera>!e of

seauns

7

'.»

Charler«»i.

FitWCK.
of
seam-

4*800

5*910

80*090
89*2S»0

fronj

Av«'ni>:«-

19.

Denain near Valenrienne.H,
seams of the
Averiijje of

6-640

86-790

-

tiasin,

I

6r7S

7-070

j

'•

Valenciennes

441*00

frrmi

15.

.*i

ti'460

from

....
seams

4-880

!

6-100

87*750

•

'

7*060

40-00

j

20.

Averifre of :! seanis--I«nH,
Hersin. an.! Hity MontlRny,

21.

<'oal

2*2.

Coal

from Kive

pit, IkustanI

from

Alais.
2.'!.

('oal
from
(Crenz..t).

i

87*590

52*08

6*980

5*4.'iO

ile (iier, Ilenr)'

seam,

H«K'helM'lle,

....

pit

49*68

4*420
'

'
'

i

I

Chapljil

5050

00*530

.

ntmr

00-660

4*080

48*08

4*680

I

|

88*480,4*410,

7*110

88-77

free I'u&l.
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(
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COKE.

the result of the complete exclusion of

air,

which is produced by the thick lutin<;, with, at the
same time, a slicrht excess pressure in the ovens. The
smaller the entrance of air is, that is to say, the more
rationally the coking

conducted on the large scale,
the nearer will the practical yield of coke be to the
is

theoretical.

The foregoing

tables

show

tlie

typical composition

of coking coals from \arious countries, witli the per-

centage of coke they yield.
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CHAPTER

III.

The Coking Process and its Influence on the
form and appearance of the Coke.
The manufacture

of coke

conducted, as a rule, in

is

which are heated from without by

air-tight ovens,

hurnino^ the combustible gases generated in the coking

process

itself,

sometimes, as in the making of wood

by admission

charcoal,

of air into the oven,

which

consumes a part of the carbon, and thus produces the
temperature necessary for coking the remainder of the
coal.

The chemical process

of coking resembles that of

carbonizing, and differs from

it

only in that

it

takes

more elevated temperature.

In the process
of carbonizing only the extra-radicle atoms or atomic
groups, or, employing structural representations, only
place at a

the side chains take part in the decomposition

;

in

coking, on the other hand, the central part or radicle
niacts as well.

The working

of the coke

following stages
(1)
(2)

oven

is

divided into the

:

Charging with coal.
Heating the coal by means of the gases of the
adjoining ovens.

(3)

Coking.

(4)

Drawing

of the coke.
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An

attempt is liere made to reduce the process of
coking to a definite system, and to distinguish well-

marked periods

in its course.

No

great error will

Ik.*

committed, however, in looking askance at all such
attempts, because in the conversion of the coal into
coke continual changes are going on as it passes from
the one condition into the other, without any sharp
line of demarcation.
Such a succession of stages in the coking process ought
rather U) be made out for each individual particle of
coal, seeing that every single ])article changes gnvlually
from the time of charging to the time of emptying,
and, in fiict, the course of the coking proceeds differently
according as the particles of coal
in

in the middle or

lie

immediate contact with the hot

walls.

In con-

sequence of this, different stages are simulttineously in
progress in different parts of the coke oven.*

To

combust ic^n a certain amount of air is
This supply ol" air must be large enough to
requisite.
secure a combustion of gas adecpiate to produce the
necessary temperature. The combustion will be more
effect the

complete the more strongly the air

is

heated before-

hand.

Coking naturally l)egiHs at those places where the
air introduced from without acts with most effect, and
hence, as soon as the ovens have been charged, an

evolution of gas begins from that })art of the coal

ccmtiguous to the hot walls, especially from
the dust, as is evident from the smoke which issues

which

is

from the open charging
• •* Stahl und Eisen,"
process."

I8J)4,

holes.

Nos.

.'land

(i,

*'

Ueber den Verkokuiigs-
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comes

with
the heated walls, the surface of the charge becomes
covered with a porous, molten crust, from which the
melting proceeds towards the centre.
This molten
as the

coal

in contact

crust increases continually in thickness, and, in pro-

portion as

it

does

the production of gas from the

so,

central particles of coal slackens.

While

the

coking

gradually progresses

the

in

interior of the charge, a decomposition takes place

by

the action of the water contained in the coal and the

A

air originally present in the oven.

series of

new

The first part of the water goes ott*
unchanged with the bulk of the oxygen present before
a red heat is reached but, owing to the low conducting
power of the coal for heat, the other part, namely, the
products

is

formed.

;

moisture present in the interior of the charge,
expelled

when

is

only

the external portion of the coke mass

already at bright redness.

is

In passing through the

decomposed, and carbonic acid
and carbonic oxide are formed along with free hydrogen
according to the equations,
hot layers this water

is

H.30
2H._,0

+ C = H.^ + C0
+ C = 2H., + CO.^

The evolution

of gas begins at a temperature as low
100°
as
C, and increases with rise in temperature till

the point of actual decomposition

is

reached,

viz.,

a

dark red heat. In the earlier stages of the process
the gas comes oft' very violently, but afterwards the
evolution proceeds with greater regularity. The " free
hydrogen " unites with a portion of the carbon to form
gaseous compounds, and there are formed in particular,
marsh gas (CH^), olefiant gas (C.jH_j), and li((uid tany
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products, even at a temperature of .500°-600^

Simultaneously with these, compounds of tlie three elements
are produced, the boilinj;^ points of which lie far below
the temperature at which they are formed, and which
are in consecjuence at once evolved in the craseous
condition.

The

temperature reached during the process
of coking is al)(>ut 1400
which subsequently
(J.,
towards the finish falls to about 800" C. when the
hif^hest

drawn. The fol lowing: scheme in which for
the sake of simplicity nitrogen and sul]»hur are
omitted as negligible (juantities, will sulhcieutly
coke

is

illustrate the

coking process
^111

"»

(principally/

:

,

('H4)

CO2

With reference

to the nature of the reactions

which

take place in the coking ol" coal and the e.xtent to
which they go on, accurate experimenUil work luus
still to l)e done; an<l indeed so long as the composition of coal is luiknown, the peculiar internal
reactions of coking will lussuredly remain slirouded in
obscurity.

The organic compountls which

constitute the coal

are destroyed by the heat prevailing in the coke oven,
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of decomposition unite again with

each other in new combinations, which are stable at
the elevated temperature that exists. The nature of
the volatile products thus formed depends, therefore,

upon the

essentially

The higher the

latter factor.

temperature that prevails, and the longer they are
subjected to the heat, the more completely will the
products at first evolved in the form of vapour be
converted into the condition of permanent gases, and
the more varied will the latter be in composition.

The form

of

the oven, as well as the temperature

employed, exerts an influence upon the character of
the products, according as it leaves the gases for a
longer or shorter period in contact with the heated
walls.

The mutual

affinities of

the products them-

determine to some extent the ultimate
The character of the coal used for coking
result.
naturally plays the most important part. The larger
the quantity of hydrogen, and the smaller the

selves also

more numerous
will be the products of decomposition which the
former gives with the carbon. The following are
the compounds formed in the distillation of coal,
quantity of oxygen

it

contains, the

arranged according to the classification adopted in
Wagner's "Chemical Technology" (13th Ger. edit.,

1889):—
I.

II.

Coke;
Illuminating gas
(1) Illuminauts or light givers
(a)

Gases

:

:

Acetylene,

.

.

.

-

Ethylene,

.

.

.

.

C^Hg
CoH^
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Butylenc,

CjHg
^4"«

Allylenc,

^z^a

Crotonylcnc,

^-'a"*

Valerylcnc,

^i"8

Propylene,

(/j)

Vajjours

.

:

IVnzenc,

^6"6
'6

Thiophene,

^\"4*^

v

Styrcne,

^8"ic

"

-

^io"i

Naphthalene,
Methyl naphthalene,
-

Fluorene,

-

Kluoranthene,
Propane,

Butane,

-

C^H,[.0

-

-

*

^0
'-'is":

-

-

*

^i5"io

-

-

^3"8
C^H,„

-

{2) Diluents or light supporters

:

H
"2

"

Hy«3ropen,

^^4

Methane,
Carbonic oxide,
(3) Impurities

Carbonic

^^

-

:

^2
VII
'^**3

^

acid,

Ammonia,

-

Cyano<ren,

-

-

(^^)2

"

Methyl cyanide,
Sulphocyanogen,

CH^VS
^^^

-

^h^

Sulphuretted hydrogen, Sulphurated hydrocarbons, carbon
disulj)liide,

-

-

Ammonia

li(]uor

:

(1) Chief constituents

Ammonium
Ammonium

^^2
(probably)

N

Nitrogen,
III.

"

COS

Carbon oxvsulphide,

:

carbonate,
sulphide,

(NHJ.CO,

-

-

•

(NH4)2S
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(2)

Secondary constituents

Ammonium
Ammonium
Ammonium

-

chloride,

-

-

-

NH^Cl

cyanide,

-

-

-

NH^CN

Neutral compounds
(a)

Hydrocarbons
Fatty series

(a)

NH^CNS

sulphocyanidc,

IV. Tar (according to Schulz and others)
(1)
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^^'^

-M.I'.

HI'.

a-M.'thyl naphthalene,

-

(-^H,,

_

c.,H,,

32o

c,M,,

7I

054

gr,

.,(30

•>80

243= C.

^-Methyl najjh
thalene,

I^'pHenyl,.
Berthelot's

241-5

liv

__

droearbon,

Acenaphthene,

C,M,o

99

Fhiorene,

c,3H,,

II.3

294

C,,H,..

100

340

C.-H

100

Taliove

C,„H,,

115

I

henanthrcne,

Fluoranthcne,

Pseudo-phenan-

.^,^^,^

threne,

Anthracene,

C H

-

-)

1

(360
/alM)ve

•<

Methyl anthra"••'e,

,,^^,^.

c„H,2

-

200

tseo

250

{^^"^^'^

^300
Chrysene,

-

Chrysogen,

-

n.H,.,

(above

oqq

\360
Parachrvscnc.
('>;

Uther neutral conij.ounds present
Carbon disnl

CS,

f'^'''^^-

Kthyhe

alcohol,

Acetonitrile,
^^'^^ter,

Carbazol,

-

C.M^fl

in coal-tar:

liquid

17

7^

('il.,CN

—

82

H.O

__

100

<

,H,.N

rhenylnaf»h
thyl

/alK)ve

'ion

238

355
\

carba

I

'•*'''

^'„."m^'

al>ove

330 j*^^

m

I
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(2)

(3)
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MP.
Acridine,

-

-

Asphalt-forminK constituents,^
(4)
^
'

A

'=>

^

107

C,^,1I.,N

i
y

^^r
rc'sins

{ocq^^

"^'^
;

P.

13.

}^

carbon.

portion of these substances conies directly from

the coal

;

the rest arise from the decomposition of the

Thus, in the cooler parts of the oven
more i)articular]y, a re-condensation of many of the
first products.

vaporised

bodies will

undoubtedly take

and

place,

break

a more elevated temperature, attain
up into substances of difierent composition.

Under

these conditions hydrocarlx^n lK)dies decompose

these

at

will,

with separation of carbon to form marsh gas indeed,
such decomposition V)e<^ins even at as low a temperaThe richer these hydrocarbon bodies
ture as ()00^ C.
are in carbon, and the greater the heat to which they
;

are exposed, the more abundant

is

the separation of

carbon (C.,H4 = C + CH4).

Probably the liydr()carlK)ns
of the methane series are the fii'st to be formed in
this way, and from them, by loss of hydrogen, other
bodies are in turn produce(l

Wedding's

"

Theory,"

(CoH^^Co + ^H^).

(Cp.

p. 29.)

Since the atlinity of carbon for the gaseous elements
is

increased at a high temperature, a larger part of

it

carried oft" by them, and, conse(|uently, the compounds formed at elevated temperatures are richer in
carbon, but poorer in hydrogen an«l oxygen, than
those which result at a more moderate heat that is to
say, the mo<le of combination of the carbon atoms at
high temperatures cannot be regarded jus a simple one
(different from the unsaturated IkxHcs of the fatty
is

—

series),

nor the chain as open, but what

we

find

is
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rather a closed carbon chain, with the carbon atoms

combined in different ways. Among the products
formed at a low heat, therefore, fatty bodies will
predominate, and these, at higher temperatures, will
underoro molecular condensation to form aromatic
It is thus possible to modify the distillation
bodies.
process so as to meet the end in view.

The coking process

is

finished

when flaming

ceases,

but the distillation is not by any means completed at
the same time. Generally speaking, the latter process
is never a complete one in the coking oven, since the
temperature that prevails is much too low. It is only
when a greater heat is employed, such as, for example, is
obtainable in various types of blast furnace, that
possible to get a coke from

which the

it is

volatile matter

In the product of the coking
process hydrogen and oxygen are always retained,
partly in the occluded state and partly in the form of
highly stable compounds of carbon and hydrogen.
(Cp. following chapter Hydrogen.)
is

completely expelled.

—

The evolution

from the coal durincj the
process of coking causes
as distinguished from the
initial swelling up, which ceases at about 600° C.
continuous contraction in the bulk of the coke produced from a certain quantity of coal, and this process
goes on under ordinary conditions till the distiUation
The pores of the coke, which during the
is finished.
of

erases

—

—

period of their formation are influenced to a certain

by the gases contained

them, become
towards the end of the process definite in shape and
size, and this is not affected even by the subsequent
operation of quenching. No credence can be given to
extent

in
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the view

tliat

a diminution in bulk

produced by the

is

(juenchint^ of the coke.

The

packinf( of

exert an influence

more

loosely

larf^er

loss

upon the

the coal

cokini;

ovens, the

the

into

tilled

is

The

process.

the quantity of air which remains in the

is

chamber

the coal in the ovens appears to

produce those injurious etiects, as regards
of carbon, which have been indicated in the
to

precedin<^ chapter.

Hy means

of the packini:^ api)liance of Quai^lio the

bulk of the coal
cent.

;

is

lessened to the extent of 25 per

consequently, by the packinf]^,

a space only three-fourths of what

it is

it

made

to

fill

occupied in the

and the coke produced is about 25 per
By means of the packing; the coal
cent, more dense.
particles are made to lie more clasely and smoothly
upon one another, in consecjuence of which they cake
together, when subsecjuently heated, much more
l(>os(^

C()n<lition,

readily than

when they
Water

the ovens.

as a bindiuff

acts

it

is

tilled

into-

material, but^

treatment may not Ikj
desirable that only a small (juantity

that the time recpiired
prolont^ed,

are only loosely
for

of moisture should be contained in the coal.

With similar

char^^es the period of treatment ma}'

vary according to the (juality of the coal and the type
of oven used (])articularly with ditierences in the cross-

As a

section of the latter).

rule, the period re(|uired

from twenty-four to seventy-two
The cross-section of the oven chamlHjr is

for coking varies

hours.

For 48-hour CopiH»e ovens,
„

24

„

„

-

1

-6

x

-6

=

only

10xr>=

or

1

':\

X

-4

--=

-96 w]. metres.
-5

-52
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of treatment is therefore in direct propor-

For coals that swell up
strongly narrow ovens are the most suitable, since in
them the charge can be rapidly raised to a high
tion to the sectional area.

temperature.

When

the distillation

of more or

less

lirm

is

complete the coke consists
fixed carbon

aoorreorations of

consequence of the shrinkage and
splitting of the glowing prism of coke as it issues
from the oven, the pieces are cleft asunder in a
manner similar to basalt, the columns lying more
or less irregularly in the direction of the lines along
particles.

In

which the heat advanced.
The mass of coke got from Coppee ovens
to be severed along the middle line, which

is

found

is

to be

ascribed to the fact that coking proceeds from the

The planes

walls towards the centre of the oven.

of

cleavage are horizontal, and thus the length of the
separate pieces cannot exceed half the width of the

oven at most.

uniform heat prevails, the plane
of separation lies exactly in the centre, but if one of
the side walls is more strongly heated than the other,
the plane of separation is pushed further forward.
If the plane of cleavage is not sharply marked, either
the coking has been imperfectly performed at this
If a

point or the effects of the heated surfaces have interfered with one another

;

the coke

is

then frothy and

coarse.

In the case of narrow ovens the plane of separation
of the pieces abutting on the walls stands perpen-

wide ovens it
the middle of the charge, and

dicularly in the centre of the oven
lies

horizontally in

;

in
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if

the coke mass be approximately

jsijuaru

in

cros^s-

and be lieated uniformly on all sides, it is
formed by the middle line of the coke, the cleavat^e
Width of oven and
})lanes passing radially from it.
temperature of coking stand, therefore, in a definite

section,

relation to one another (Rem}-).

A

section through the coke in a

the varying eftect of the heat

a.s

Coppee oven shows

the coking proceeds.

mainly under the
influence of the heat transmitted through the base,
another part by that piussing through the arch, an<l
between these are situated certain ])ortions which
The more
are coked by the heat of the side walls.
strongly the oven is heated in any one of the abovementioned parts, the further does the coking proceed
on that side. From the aj^pearance of the coke body,
therefore^ it can be inferred whether the passage of the
Fart of

heat

the coal

is

was imifomn or

carbonised

not.

In beehive ovens the coking process is a descending
The
one, since the heating proceeds from above.
cleavage surfaces of the coke are consetjuently vertical, and hence it is that in beehive ovens very long

columnar pieces of coke are got.
If the coking process j)roceed8 normally, the sides
of the coke ma.ss exhibit the so-called "cauliMower
Black heads may usually be regarded as
heads."
indicative

of

incomplete wirbonisation.

The black

appearance may arise, however, from the fact that,
when till' coke is being drawn from the oven, certiiin
})ortions of it always come to some extent in contact
The more rapi«lly the coke is <juenclu'd,
with air.
If, on
the less I'retiiiently do Mich blemishes occur.
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is

is
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working abnormally, the

formed in thick, massive

pieces, it is "

lumpy,"

and frequently appears molten, especially in the middle,
where more or less bad uncoked portions are left.
In this case the coke has very little hardness, and
presents a dirty, black appearance, the latter being

accompanied on the sides of the " heads " by a greenish
These badly-coked portions are very prejulustre.
dicial to the employment of the product in the furnace,
since, on account of their inferior hardness, they are
particularly exposed to the destructive action of the
carbonic acid, and, at the same time, are unable to
withstand the attrition to which the charge is subThis abnormal working is avoided by using
jected.
greater heat.
The increase of temperature promotes
the passage of the heat to the interior of the oven, so
that there the coking takes place under the influence

and better coke is the result.
The more uniform the coke is, the more useful is it for
quick furnace work, and for obtaining a uniform
quality of cokcj the maintenance of a uniform tem2Jerature, and a uniform distribution of gas and
of air for comibustion, is a necessary condition.
of a higher temperature,

In the manufacture of English round-oven coke
("Conditions of Coking") the coking process is not

more or

deep rents
soon appear in the coke, so that all the carbon
compounds are not coked, although it is nob to be
concluded in every case, where an excessive amount of
oxygen and hydrogen is present, that the coking has
Even well-burnt cokes frequently
been insufficient.
sliow 8-9 per cent, of hydrogen and oxygen together
allowed to complete

itself

;

less
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in the ash-free substance.

In the former case the

coke has usually a dull, trraphite colour. Wlien this
happens, the temperature of tlie oven hjts undoubtedly
>)een too low, or the period of treatment has been
insufficient.

In coke from "lean" coal, transverse cnvcks often
The product
appear, especially in forced working.
in

much

Knabbelkoks,"
fat "coal,
In the case of very
very uneven in size, the cleav-

such circumstances contains

similar to qhs coke.

and

of coal

which

"

*'

is

ages of the coke, especially in isolated spots, are
often fairly frothy, and in such places the so-called

appear also. The latter are
according to Wedding formed of car))on separated at
high temperatures from hydrocarbons rich in carbon
(C,H4 = C-f-CH4), while, according to Muck, they
consist of solid compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and
" coke-liairs " frecpiently

—

oxygen.

(Cp.

p. 81.)

Coke can be produced in large and small pieces,
the size dejiending upon the height of the charge and
on the degree of heat. Very heavy charges produce
a large jpiantity of small coke a low charge does the
same, and yields only a small (piantity in bars, which
In
is
the form desired by the blast-furnaceman.
;

practice, the height of the charge at Siuirbriicken
1-2

M. (47i")

when

the width of the oven

is

IL*

is

M.

with an oven width of
^b)reover, the more intensely tlie ovens
9 M. (lio.r ).
are heate<l, the more frecjuently do cleavage surfaces
occur, and the smaller are the pieces of coke produced.
(47.1").

'^"'^

'^'^

^^'

('^3^')

In order to produce coke in large pieces, therefore,
the temperature must not be allowed to rise above a
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Powerful draught, admission

certain definite limit.
•of

cold air, and, with
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it,

rapid burning, cause likewise

the splitting and crumbling of the coke on cooling.

customary to give the ground used for quenching
ii slight inclination, and to cover it with a good layer
<yi tiles or a smooth pavement, to prevent premature
breaking-up of the mass of coke when it is drawn
from the oven.
Coke which is manufactured in ovens is got in
larger pieces than gas coke.
The size of the latter is
determined by the radius of the gas retort, for,
since the retort is fired on every side, and the coking
consequently proceeds from the periphery to the
centre, no piece of coke can be of greater length than
It

is

the radius of the gas retort.

In addition to

this,

the

unequal, and, for the most part, large size of the pieces
of

gas coal, which

retorts

is

usually introduced into the

simply as raw coal (Forderkohle

—nuts

and

dross mixed), the shortness of the period of treatment

and the rapidity of the distillation all operate to
produce the same result. The process is not continued
until all the gas is driven oflf* that which is evolved
last being very poor illuminating gas, and useful
chiefly on account of its heating power
but, after a
certain time, the mass of coke still retaining gas is
withdrawn from the retort and (juenched. The rapid

—

—

with the action of the gases contained
Gas coke
varies, however, in the degree of friability it exhibits
according to the (juality of the coal used, and, of
recent years, crushing machinery has been put down
nt the gas works to break the gas coal to pieces of a
cooling, along

in the pores, causes it speedily to crack up.

-definite size.
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To return

oven coke, there is
coke at both ends of the oven,

U) the question of

formed on the liard
where the doors are situated, a hiyer, more or less
extensive, which is frothy in appearance and very
friable.
Such frothy coke results from the swellin*^up of particles of coal in which the coking ])rocess has
not been completely etiected, owing to the cooling
produced by the doors. It is advisaV)le, therefore, to
slope the charge forward in front of the two doors,
since these are the coolest parts of the oven.

This^

coke amounts, howand under
normal conditions of working well -burned coke
This
should irive onlv 4-6 ])er cent, of "small."
holds particularly for found ly coke.
Coke from ovens in whicli bye-products are
recovered shows as much as S per cent, of spongy
pieces, which must always be retained at the coke
works. They appear principally in the upper layer,.
friable

and

biittle portion of the

ever, to only a

few per

cents. ))y weight,

next the doors, l)ecause at these places the gases
are most rapidly sucked out.
The colour of coke is sometimes black and lustreless, sometimes light grey, with a brilliant metallic
or silvery lustre, occasionally showing a play of rainbow colours. The latter is seen especially in coke
from tar ovens, but also in onlinary coke, although
an<l

less fre(juently
it

and

in smaller (juantity.

Pointing, as

does, to a high content of sulphur, its ap])earance is

not regarded with favour.

(Cp.

p. ICS.)

Good coke should appear silver wliite to light grey
in colour, but when in the state of powder it Inus
always a dark grey or black appearance. In the case
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unwashed
more
coke, on the other hand, is trav^ersed by
or less
dingy-coloured streaks. On the surface of the mass
of

washed coke, the colour

of coke a white appearance

is

is

uniform

;

also frequently caused

by the presence of ash where the carbonaceous constituents have been removed by burning.
Where
anthracite has been added, coke always shows small,
bright, glancing plates, which consist of pure carbon.
Neither gas coke, nor that made in ovens from
which the bye-products are recovered, possesses the
silvery lustre, both being, for the most part, very
dark coloured. This arises from the separation of
carbon from those products of distillation which are
very rich in carbon. In the case of ovens where the
bye-products are not collected, air always gains access,
and this prevents the separation of carbon, while the
same fact explains why the coke made in round ovens
has such a bright silvery colour.

Consequently

it

is

not always possible to draw

conclusions as to the quality of the coke from its

Westphalian Coppee coke, for example, is,
both in respect of its chemical and physical properties,
a more excellent material for blast-furnace work than
round-oven coke, although it does not possess the tine
colour.

silvery lustre that catches the eye.
If the coke, after it has been completely carbonised,
be allowed to remain for any length of time at the
temperature which prevails in the oven towards the
end of the period of treatment, this has the eflect of
imparting to it a metallic glance or of increasing
the latter when it is already present. On the other
hand, the appearance of the finished coke is largely
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on

^lependent
(juenchin*;.

<leposits

^ives

it

tlie

If

of

([Uality

the latter

is

water

the

dirty, the

use^l

solid

for

inatti'r

upon the white surface of the coke and
a na.sty foul appearance, especially if a

been employed.
The
l^reater the purity of the water used, the brit^hter

heavy stream of water

hjis

and more lustrous is the a})pearance of the coke.
At the Westphalian mines, for the most part, a
mixture of pure lake water or of that brought by
fsupply pipes from the river Ruhr, with pit water
previously clarified, is employed for ([uenchino^ purposes, or preferably the former is used alone.
Should a threat deal depend upon the appearance
of the coke, it is best to perform the (juenchinfif
in

a shed erected on a sort of

embankment

Quenchintj in the oven

of the oven.

itself

in front

imparts

a smooth surface and metallic
to the coke,
but at the same time it causes a loss of wirbon l«y
the decomposition of the steam thus
lustre

C,

+ 2H,0 = CH, 4- COo.

The surface

(Cp. p. 97.)

of the nuiss of coke

is

(^cncrallv routrh.

but fre(|uently, except in coke quenched in the oven,
that part of the charLje which was next the wall

smooth and

vitrified,

and has a

jjraphitic appearance.

Tn particularisin«^ the difi'erent kinds of coke,
is

spoken of as hair-shape<l, pipe-shaped,

^md

is

it

stahvctitic,

cubical coke.

(Jood coke should have a metallic

ring indicates inferior quality.

rinix:

a dull, hf.ivy

CHAPTER

IV.

Chemical Composition of Coke.

Coke is generally regarded only as carbon contaminated
with a certain amount of mineral matter. Such a view
is, however, incorrect, since besides carbon and ash,
coke contains hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and organic
Underneath are given analyses of cokes of
sulphur.
different composition

ANALYSES OF TYPICAL EUROPEAN COKES.
Origin.
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ANALYSES OF TYPICAL EXTRA -EUROPEAN COKES.
ORIUIi*.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF COKE.
Carbon.
coal

—The carbon of coke comes principally

From

(1)

79

the carbon directly remaining from the

(further),

;

(2) From the carbon separated through the high
temperature from hydrocarbons and, finally,
(3) From the incompletely carbonised products of
;

distillation.

A

consideration of

the different sources of

the

carbon which is contained in coke readily explains
the variable composition of the specimens mentioned
above.

Westphalian

In

coke

the

carbon

amounts,

as

a rule, to 95-98 per cent, of the ash-free substance,

although cases occur where the quantity of carbon
is less, and, indeed, it may fall as low as 90 per
cent.
(Cp. Table I.)
Since, in the process of coking, a large quantity of
hydrogen and oxygen, but relatively only a small
quantity of carbon, is driven off, the coke that is
left

is

naturally richer

in

the latter element and

poorer in the former ones than the coal employed
in its manufacture, so that in consequence the calorific

power

considerably enhanced.

By

comparison, ashfree coking coal contains on an average only 82-84
per cent, of carbon that is to say, about 10 per cent,
is

—

less

than coke.

Hydrogen and Oxygen.
and oxygen

—The existence of hydrogen

coke is to be explained by the circumstance that the coke is not completely carbonised in
the coke oven, but retains gaseous bodies and
especially hydrogen in no inconsiderable (juantity.
The longer the coking process lasts, and the higher
in

^0
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temperature at which it is carried out, tlie freer
is the coke from hydro^^en and oxy^an, altliou^^li these
^'jises are, nevertheless, always to be reckoned with.
Thus John Parry * succeeded, even after heatint^
coke to redness in the Sefstnim oven, in extractincr
«^as from it with the air pump.
Twenty g^rms. of
coke heated under these conditions vielded after
tlie

CO,.
1.

2^

i.

7

hours,

3nr.'.

cc"«.

cf»ini>ositioii,
3.
4.
ft.

v.

-

hount, 5iMl
ciiw.,
«U')-60
„
.,
8^)00
„
1}
,,
hour,
t\2M ,,
1
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-
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„

From

H.
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—
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U

1

O.

gas of

ry7'i

4S1
-
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ftCV

-

-

9 38

;

r.

h:>

1.;

;•

;

—
—
—
—

.;)

.1..

900S»

:.

11

8905

70

81-20

8-2«»

1-215

three samples of coke which were different

in physical properties, I^irry obtained the followinjj^

results

:

Hard, well burned coke; 20 ^^mns., treated for
two hours under the Spren^el pump, yielded 792 ccs.
of pas of the following percentanre composition
(1)

:

Carbonic

85*720

acid,

Carbonic oxide,

-

-

8 590

„
„

Hydro^'cn,

-

.

.

.

5-680

Nitrogen,

-

-

.

.

-QOO

(2)

Hard coko made from

varieties of coal t^ave, witli

the air-pump, 42 4

j)or cent.

-

ccs.

of

a mixture of different

two

p^jus,

1k)Ui*s'

hcatin^j

contiiininp

Carl)onic acid,

57-413

Carbonic oxide,

28-562

Hydrogen and nitrogen,!

14-025

under

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF COKE.
Analysis of
Ash,

the

foregoing sample of coke
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the composition of the

"

These consist,

coke-liairs."

according to B. Platz, of
95-729 per cent. C,
•384

H,

„

and
•815 surphis oxygen (over that required to

;3-887

0,

„

satisfy

the H.).

no ash, they are
undoubtedly somethin*^ different from tlie remainder
of the coke they are, in fact, the carl)onaceoiis residue
The composition,
of tarry products of distilUition.
indeed. Is similar to that of the hard pitch from tar
Since

coke-hairs

the

contiiin

;

(Muck).
Stahl und Eisen," 1886, No. 2, p. 71,
likewise turned his attention to the gases

Dr. Thiirner
et

seq.)

retained in

and wood

("

coke.

ThJirner dried

charcoal, in pieces the

temperature of 140° to 150°

.samples

of coke

size of lentils, at

C, so that the

a

liygro.scopic

Of these samples, similar
water was driven oft*
<juantities
about 1 grm. of coke and '5 grm. wood
were heated to whiteness in a current of
charcoal
pure dry hydrogen for fully thirty minutes in a
specially constructed apparatus (represented on p. 78
loc. cit.), by which means naturally all oxidising action
was excluded. In these experiments Thorner observed
the occurrence of larger or smaller losses averaging
which could have
in the case of coke 1*34 per cent.
resulted only from the evolution of gas locked up in
He also found that considerable (piantities
the pores.
of hydrocarbons were present in the coke, and in the
wood charcoal, carbonic acid and carbonic oxide as

—
—

—

well.

—
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The experiments
1885,

of

I.

L. Bell ("

83

Stahl und Eisen,"

p. 300) established the fact that a diminution

weight takes place at a temperature of about
510° C, a result which can be ascribed only to the

in

loss of volatile bodies.

numbers
(1)

Bell obtained the following:

:

Coke from beehive ovens,

(2)

„

{^)

„

(4)

,,

-

1-41 per cent. loss.

„

-

1-41

,,

-

1-41

Simon-Carves ovens,

2*40

It is thus evident

—

,,

seeinor that in the process of

coking a temperature prevails at least as high as that
employed by Thorner and Bell in their investigations
that Muck's objection to the view of Parry that
hydrogen and oxygen are occluded cannot be looked

—

The conclusion
seems rather to be that hydrogen and oxygen are
retained in coke in two forms
upon as the

last

word

in the matter.

In the form of solid carbon compounds, which
are stable on heating
(2) In the form of hydrocarbons, &c., which are
(1)

enclosed in the pores.

According to Thorner the gases retained in the
pores cannot, by reason of their low tension, make
their escape from the hard-baked mass of coke in the
interior of the oven but this, naturally, they have no
difficulty in doing in the case of the material used
for investigation, which is broken to the size of
lentils.
The view which Thorner goes on to express
"
tliat
the pores in the pasty coke mass that has
undergone reaction are substantially larger, and only
;
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afterwards, on cooling, become contracted,"

cannot be assented to. (Cp. p. G6.)
The following table gives the
Thiirner in
(1)

liis

experiments

Retort coke,

-

:

losses

is

one that

found

by
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The
chides

followinof
liis

"The

85

sentence with which Thorner con-

observations has considerable interest

fact

is

worth

:

notinof in connection

with these

which are known

to give the

researches, tliat the fuels

best reducino; effects in the blast furnace,

viz.

wood

charcoal and meiler coke, are generally those which
yield the largest quantities of volatile hydrocarbons

or products of decomposition."

Of the hydrogen which is contained in coke, only
that which is " free " evolves heat, the combined
hydrogen conducting itself as if it were already in
combination with the quantity of oxygen necessary
This water is called " chemically
to form water.
combined " water, as distinguished from the hygroscopic.
Not only does this combined hydrogen itself
yield no heat, but it also uses up a part of the heat
evolved by the carbon.
The oxygen which is present in coke is equally
deserving of attention, since, in the operations of the
blast furnace, where the end in view is to secure the
combination of the oxygen of the ore with the carbon
of the carbonic oxide produced from the coke, the
heating power of a coke containing much oxygen is

In consecjuence of

reduced.

this,

a coke of great

purity, so far as ash in concerned, has

power

if

contains

less

heating

the quantity of oxygen and water which
is

greater in proportion, since in

this

it

case

not only is the percentage of carbon diminished, but
heat is consumed over and above.
In the case of Westphalian coke, the amount of
hydrogen retained in the coke varies from '2 to almost
English cokes show less. Oxygen varies
in (juantity from a trace up to about 8 per cent.
2 per cent.
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Hygroscopic Water.

—Coke

is very slifi^htly hygi'othan wcxxl charcoal
even a
finv per cents, of water resultin^r from the quenching
l)rocess, or from access of rain, make the coke sensibly
wet.
This water resides in the pores of the coke, and
when the latter is broken into small pieces it
evaporates very quickly to a small fraction of a per
cent.
Completely dry coke does not absorb more
than 1-2 })er cent, of water from air saturated with

scopic, notably less so

;

moisture.

The quantity

of hygroscopic water increases with

the size of the pores, and, to a leas extent, with the

number

of

the

pores.

Dense coke has always

less

moisture than porous, yet the latter has at the most
only 1 per cent, more than dense coke.

The unequal porosity

of ilitferent pieces of the coke

mass naturally involves a very variable ab.sorptivc
capacity for water. Thus, the moisture in the upper
part of the coke mass is appreciably higher than
towards the middle (in the case of Coppee coke). In
two ditterent makes of coke O. Sinnnersbach found at
the top about li per cent, of water, ami in the middle
only '25 per cent.

The following are

the e.\act numbei*s:
II.

Top,

O'Oii \>vv cent,

5-40
•30
•23

>»

moisture.

oil

per
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of water in coke, see *
("

Stahl und Eisen," 1888,

The quantity

among

others,

87

W. Thorner

p. 591).

of water contained in the coke

is

of

being put on the
market the moisture should not exceed 4 per cent.
no great error will be committed, however, in taking

great importance.

In stuff which

is

Higher
numbers are exceptional. Round-oven coke, with an
almost smooth surface, takes up the smallest quantity
of water, and, on account of the gases enclosed in it,
and its smooth surface, it swims on water.
The hygroscopic water is driven off in the blast
furnace at about 100° without any further decomposithe average as being from 5 to 6 per cent.

In effecting the vaporisation, a part
of the heat is rendered latent and the calorific value is
correspondingly lowered; in fact, the daily consumption
of coke is increased or diminished by about *125 ton

tion of the fuel.

for every 1 per cent, of water

Liirmann, "Stahl
greatest possible

und
care

Eisen,"

must

in

the coke.

1884,

No.

5.)

(Cp.

The

therefore be taken

to

ensure the dryness of the coke.

In consequence of this, attention must be paid to
economy in quenching. A great deal depends especially
upon the manner in which this is done. If a heavy

stream of water be employed, the coke is wetter than
The cokeif quenched by sprinkling or from above.
burner continues the (luenching till the coke no longer
appears red hot in daylight when the quenching is
done at night, however, the redness is apparent for a
;

A

detailed sketch of the various methods of estimation is given
vii. ; reference may also he made to the abundant literature
on the subject. (Cp. p. 49.)
*

in

Chap.

88
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^eater

and an excessive (juantity of
water may very easily be used under these circumstances, so that coke quenched at ni«;lit contains more
moisture tlian that (juenched durin<^ the day
(Muck). About 1 cubic metre of water is usually
reckoned necessary for the (juenchinf^ of one ton of
leni^th of time,

coke.
Nifrorjfn.

—The

nitrooren

contained in coal comes

principally from previous access of air, but also from

nitrogenous substances associated with the cellulose

(albuminoid or proteid botlies) which have escaped
destruction, and partly from animal remains which
are

known

The

to be present in the coal.

nitroiren

'4 to 'I'W)

is

present in (juantities ran^^iufj from

per cent.
'84

from West])h!ilia shows

Coiil

ri)j)er Silesia

,,

(Jstrau

,,

2 49

,,

„

\. America

„

,,

90 —
M4— 237

1*76

„

En<rland

1"77 jkt cent. N.

1

„

-20— 2*00

Coal usuallv contains more nitro^'en the m-eater the
<|uantity of

Professor

oxy<^en.

amount

volatile

constituents, and

Andrews found a

especially of

relatively lar«;e

of nitrojjen in the case of a coal from Ohio.

Analysis of the coal <jave the following composition
Carbon,

-

|)cr cent.

„

Water,

")2r)

„

O.xy^'cn,

9-53

„

Nitro«rcn,

2*15

„

Hydrogen,

-

5-80

.\sl.,

p.

54. X...

5

'75

Snlphiir,

(Cp.

7G
7')

-

l:>.)

:

,,

„
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In theFranco-BelLnan area, according toRossigneux,*

the (juantity of nitrogen in "semi-fat," and especially
"

low as '7 per cent., and even
"
•4'4 per cent.
in England it is otherwise, the " lean
coal of Wolverhampton containing 1*84 per cent. N.
With reference to the nitrogen contained in coal, a
distinction is made between the carbon- and the
iimmoniacal-nitrogen; the former remains permanently
in the coke, the latter goes to form ammonia.
in " lean

coals, falls as
;

("

As regards the carbon-nitrogen. Dr. Knublauch states
Stahl und Eisen," 1885, No. 8) that 31-36 per cent, of

the total

nitroji'en

contained in the coal remains behind

in the coke, as is seen

from the following table

:
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UO

Nitrogen is generally present in coke in (juantities
ranging from 04-1 o per cent. Its amount Wars no
definite proportion to that of the original coal, since

the nitro<ren from some classes of coal combines more
readily with the hydrogen, that from other chisses less
"

fiir Berg- u. HiittenCorresponding
to this, morewesen,"
529).
over, the nitrogen contained in the coal is not by any
means proportional to that in the coke or to tlu'
ammonia obtained on distillation, as is specially evident
from Xos. 1 and 3 of the following list given by
Foster.
Foster found nitrogen in coke from

readily (Ji^in.sky,

Oesterr. Ztsch.

1(S88, p.

Per oeiiU

Per cent.

(.S)

Diiilmm coal,
Ycnkshirc coal,
„
„

(4)

Knglish cannel coal,

(.'))

.Scotch

(1)
(2)

„

-

-

,,

•84'2

= 4S-7

l-(KM)

= 62-8

of the N. in the cojil (ITSO)

1101=(kV9
•875 = 52-7
•()()! =^.'>

It)

„
„

„
„

,,

,,

,,

,,

„
„
„
„

(l-T.W)

(1-670)

(TWin)
(1-280)

According to this statement, therefore, 48-GG per
cent, of the nitro^ren contained in the coal remains
behind in the coke (" Stahl und Eisen," 1885, p. 3()2).
Hilgenstock (" Stahl und Eisen," 1885, p. 420) found
less nitrogen in bright, silvery, hard coke than Foster.

His figures were
I.St

Kxperiincnt,

-

-

-

"087 per cent.

-

-088

•Jnd

„

-

3rd

„

-

-

-

-287

UU

„

-

-

-

••J-J7

The nitrogen can only with great

.\.

difficulty

be

separated from the carbon, and is set free only by the
complete comlmstion of the cokf. TIk" method of
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coking has a distinct influence upon the (quantity of
nitrogen which is thus retained. Watson Smith, for
exaniple

ker

(" Jr.

Chem. Soc," 1884,

Zeit.," 36, p. 635),

who

p.

144

Oven coke from beehive

It follows

from

Chemi-

Per cent. N.
-

ovens,

-

-

-

-

Simon-Carves ovens,

„

"

:

of Coke.

Ordinary gas retort coke,

„

also

investigated three kinds of

coke, obtained the following results
Kinds

;

-

1-375

-

'511

-

'384

this that the strong heat of short

duration in the gas retorts

less

is

effective for the

compounds
the Simon-Carves oven, which

destruction of certain very stable nitrogen
of the coal than that of
is

similar in degree but

is

maintained for a longer

period.

Parry {loc. cit.) hard coke always
contains more nitrogen than weak. (Cp. p. 80.)
The nitrogen of the coke has a detrimental effect in
the blast furnace, since it dilutes the active gases and
thereby hinders the reduction it is found also in
In the manufacture
the furnace gases as ammonia.
According to

J.

;

soda the quantity of nitrogen in the coke is of
importance, inasmuch as it causes the formation of
of

cyanogen compounds.

The nitrogen in coke is most conveniently estimated
by the method of S. Schmitz (" Stahl und Eisen," 1880,
Cp. also G. St. Johnson and A. Eilvart
p. 47).
(" Chem. News," 53, p. 76).
Ash.

— In

the process of coking, the earthy and,

generally speaking,

all

non-volatile substances are left
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1)2

behind: the residue
ill

coke, therefore,

coal,

and

is

is

tlie

The

ash.

(luantity of tish

greater than that in the

is <leteriiiiiied b}^

()ri<^inal

the ainuunt of coki; obtuined.

Assuming a coke yield of 75 per

cent., it will

require

about 140 parts of coal to produce 100 of coke; and,
consequently, coking coal with (i per c<*nt. *ish gives
coke with Gx 140 = 840 per cent. »usli
G-7 per
cent, ash in the coal yields 840-9'80 per cent, ash
in the coke, giving a mean of 9 per cent., which
is a percentage that should never be exceedeil in
good coke.
Ill
\\'esti)halia, on an average, washed coke show.s
an ash of 7-10 per cent., half-washed coke has 9-12 per
cent., and unwashe<l coke 12 per cent, and upwards of
;

ash.

The greater part of the coke manufactured in
Belgium is made fi'om riddled coal the ash contained
:

from 12-1;') per cent., so that the
the coke manufactured from it often

riddled coal

in this

is

amount

of ash in

rises as

high as 17 per cent.

Recourse

is

therefore had to mixing with wjished

In Belgium
samples of this "coke lav«'« " have shown jus much as
9 percent, ash, " demi lav/-" ;is much ms I.') jut cent,
ash -f- water, and "ordinaire" over 15 per cent, ash -|-

coal which contains .VT per cent, of ash.

water, the latter amounting to

With reference
ot

to

.S

per cent.

American coke

* a large numb»'r

analyses of Connellsville, representing 150,000 tons,

showed ash
cent.

975

falling within the limits of

per cent,

may
•

911-1091 per

therefore be regarded as the

See alwi

p.

.ST.
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mean quantity of ash contained
The following table will
coke.

in

good Connellsville

serve to indicate the

ash present in American coals and cokes
Per cent.
(1) Connellsville (Pa.),

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

-

-

-

(8)

7-800
Tracy City (Tennessee),
5-416
Warrior Field (Alabama),
-1-810
Big Muddy (Illinois),

(9)

Crested Buttes (Colorado),-

(6)
(7)

-

-

.3

100

:

Per cent.

8 '^.S^ in the coal,

6-930
Allegheny Mounts. (Pa.),
-7-340
River
(Pa.),
,,
New River (West Virginia), 4-680
-1-800
Leetonia (Ohio),

9^

9-113 in the coke.

,,

11-360

.,

,,

11-463

,,

.,

5-850

5-380

,,

,,

,,

,,

„

,,

15-440

,,

11-315

,,

,,

10-070

„

„

6-620

Selected pieces of coke from the top and bottom

consequence of partial burning, considerably higher in ash than that from the middle
layer, a fact which must be kept in view in sampling.
layers

are,

in

made by

Determinations

0.

Simmersbach

in

twa

samples of coke showed the following decrease in ash
to the middle of the charge in the

from the top
oven
:

I.

891 per

The

8-17

„

7-69

„

6-94

„

cent.

chief influence of the ash

upon the value

of the

coke consists in its diminishing the quantity of carbon
contained in

it

— that

is

to say, its heating power.

In

the operations of the blast furnace, the ash recpiires
an equal bulk of limestone to slag it, and to melt the

produced from the ash necessitates a
quantity of pure fuel, equal to at least a (juarter of

slag

thus

THE CHEMISTRY OF COKE.
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the weifjht of the
hlast and steam,

a.sh

in addition to

:

and the

loss of

tliis,

the cost of

time involved, must

be considered.
Accordinf^ to Liirmann

{lor. cit.)

the daily consumpt

of coke in the blast furnace is increased or diminished
by '5 ton for every 1 per cent, of ash, more or less.
Blast-furnace coke must therefore be as free as
possible from ash.
If the

coke

is

bein<(

employed only

to obtain the

up of the heat generated that is
for example,
possible, at a relatively low temperature
of
drying
chambers,
in
evaporations,
&c.
in the heating
the a.sh nnist be remirded as a reservoir of heat which
has a beneficial influence on the utili.sation of it. In
such a case, therefore, a coke which is high in ash will
give a greater economic advantage, if it is cheaper in

most complete

iisintij

—

—

price in proportion to the quantity of ash

than one which has
the estimation of

less ash,

but

reference

tish,

is

dearer.

may

it

contains,

Regarding

be made,

others, to F. Stolba, " Jahresbericht iiber

d.

among

Leistung

d.T Them. Techn.," 1888.
It is not, however, sufhcient to ascertain only
total (juantity of asli

may

;

tlie

the constituents of the latter

be of such a character as to exercise a distinctly

adverse influence upon the smelting process, anil ujx)n
the (juality of the iron alike in the blast furnace and
in the cupola.

Speaking generally, the ash of coke corresponds

in

Certain mineral convolatilised in the
indeed
stituents of the coal
process of coking for example, a part of the sulphur,
the water of hydration present in silicate of alumina,
com})()sition to the ash of coal.

are

—
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substances, moreover, enter into
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new com-

and magnesium carbonate
coke ash for the most part as compounds
of silicic acid, and not as oxide.
In the ash both of coal
and of coke, the constituents which preponderate are
binations

remain

;

tlius,

calcium

in the

—

found to be silicic acid, alumina, oxide of iron, lime,
magnesia, sulphur, and phosphorus of these, sulphur,
;

phosphorus, and

acid are the most important,
and exercise the greatest influence.
The composition of the ash of coke may be gathered
from the analyses subjoined. See table given below.
The composition of the ash from various samples of
coal may also be given here by way of comparison
(Muck, " Steinkohlen Chemie," p. 70).
iron,

silicic

THE CHEMISTKV UF COKE.

9G
plants,

cim\

especially

them a considerably

the

equisetncea',

fouiul

quantity of

f^reater

sulphur

found in ])lants now living.
Sulphur appears in coal in three forms, and
usually found as

than

in

is

is

(1) Pyrites,

and
i.e., combined with

(2) Sulpliate (i^ypsum),
(3)

Organic

sulplivir,

carl>on,

hydro^<'n, and oxyi^on.

have been estiiblished between
the rjuantity of sulphur present in coal an»l that in
the coke obtiiined from it, but the amount contained
in the latter is always found to be less than w»is
originally contained in the coal which entered into

No

its

definite relations

composition.

In the preparation of cokintr coal in a pulverised
condition, the coal, in virtue of its lower .specific
gravity, is floated ofF from the lieavy pyrites; a not
inconsiderable quantity of jn'rites. however, always

remains behind in the
Ill

coal.

the citke-buniin^ process

conditions, half of the sulphur

itself,
is

under favourable

volatilised,

provided

not present in excessive (juantity.
The sulphur that is thus expelled comes partly from
that which is ])re.sent in the form of orrjanic compounds, and partly from that contained in the pyrites,

organic sulj)hur

is

the latter <^oing
sul])hur

oti*

even

vapour 7 FeS., =
(

at

Fe-S.,

a
-\-

low temperature ns

OS

).

The orLjanic sulphur remains for the most part in
the coke; a part of the volatile sulphur will also
be

by certain
compounds of

retained

especially

constituent's

of

the

lush,

iron (carbonate, oxide, and
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and

magnesium.
According to
Muck ("Stahl und Eisen," 1887, No. 7), these compounds of iron are reduced in the process of coking
by compounds of carbon to the metallic condition, and
this even at a low red heat.
The reduced iron, in
virtue of its powerful affinity for sulphur, again
forms FeS with a part of the sulphur set free from
the FeSo.
Moreover, carbon compounds containing
sulphur, which are formed in the coke oven
for
example CSo will undoubtedly form sulphides with
iron and with the red-hot oxides of the alkali metals.
Sulphates which are present, especially CaS04, will
be partially reduced to sulphides (CaS) in the oven.
Consequently it is never possible to produce from
coking coal, even when the quantity of sulphur it
contains is small, a coke low in sulphur, if the ash
of the coal is rich in iron, lime and magnesia,
especially in iron.
With the theoretical knowledge of these facts, however, it is necessary that practical skill go hand in
hand. A great deal depends, above everything else.
on the skill and judgment of the coke-burner. If, for
instance, in the coking process, the caking proceeds
too quickly, or if the development of heat goes on
irregularly, or with over-much vigour, the desulphuri.sation of the coke will be le.ss complete.
Overheatini{, in fact, promotes certain chemical reactions
in which the sulphur forms compounds with other
bodies on which heat has no effect.
In the quenching of freshly made coke with
silicate),

calcium

—

—

water, yet another part of the sulphur

sulphuretted hydrogen

H

is

expelled as

(FeS-|-HoO = FeO-|-H.^,S)

;

at
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the same time

and

it

hoMs

this

follows from the structure of coke

especially of the denser varieties

—

by steam cannot be complete.
one thin^, the mass of coke cools very quickly.
desul})}uirisation

The same

principle, enters

when

tliat

For

the f|uenchin<j; of

performed in the oven itself HgS is
evolved in this ctise, but the steam is at the same time
d(»composed by the carbon, with production of
comlnistible ^ases (HoO + C = CO + H.,).
Frankland
(Percy, vol. 1), for example, found in the tjjuses
evolved from Derbyshire coke and steam
the coke

is

;

....

H + CH^
CO

-

56-9
09.3
i;vs

co^,

1000
(Cp. p. 76.)

According to Dr. Muck (" Post, Chemisch-techni.sche
Analyse," p. #38) sulphur is not by any means invariably
j)resent in coke in the form of sulphide of iron
indeed, it is not always present lus sulphide, for
while some cokes, on treatment with hydrochloric
acid, evolve considerable

hydrogen,

others,

(piantities of

containing

as

sulphurettc^d

much

sulphur,

any tnvce of it, and consequently
no desulphurisation with the acid.
In
the latter case the sulphur contained in the coke
comes from organic sulphur in the coal.
The sulphur contained in coke htus a ccmsiderable

scarcely

give

undergo

effect
iron.

when

the latter

is

used for the pnxluction of

Sulphur and iron are the

one another.

enemies of
Coke containing much sulphur makes
gi'eatest
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brittle, yet, in
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the case of

foundry coke, a certain quantity of sulphur may
improve the iron by rendering it more malleable
without making it brittle. It is certain that sulphur
in the cupola furnace reduces the quantity of graphitic

promotes a speedy cooling of the
molten foundry iron. In this connection, analysis of
the iron is always quite as important as that of the
coke only too often the fault is attributed to the
coke, without any reason, when it ought to be looked
carbon, and

so

;

for in the iron, &c.

In the cupola the sulphur which is contained in the
coke is, to a certain extent, burned and evolved with
the gases Fischer found in 1 cubic metre of the
gases escaping from the cupola 67 ccs. of sulphurous
acid the bulk of it, however, remains in the furnace

—

;

unburn t, and passes into the iron, unless this is
prevented by the formation of a slag rich in lime.
With regard to the part which sulphur plays in the
formation of blast-furnace slaos, reference mav be
made to the following conclusions of Elbers.* " In the
zone of carburisation the charge comes in contact with
sulphurous gases which are ascending from the zone
of meltino^ and of combustion.
principally

of

sulphurous

The

acid

are

erases consisting

reduced

with

formation of metallic sulphides, chiefly sulphide of
calcium and sulphide of iron. Calcium sulphide is
formed according to the following formula
:

4CaO + 4S = 3CaS + CaSO^.
high, carbon disulphide

is

temperature is very
also formed, which likewise
If the

•••Eng. and Min. Jr.," 3l8t March, 1894; also "Berg- uml
Htittenman Zeitg.," No. 42, p. 366.
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COKK.

Ul

produces calcium sulphi<le 2CaO + CSo = 2CaS + CO..
Both modes of forming calcium .suli>hide involve a
higher t<.'mperature than the formation of sulpl\ide of
At a high temperature in the zone of carin^n.
burisation calcium s-ulphide principally is formed,
:

while,

if

the temperature at this point

sulphide of iron

is

the result.

At

is insufficient,

a later stage the

uncombined lime unites with the ash of the

fueU
which ccmsists principally of silicates of alumina
mixed with pyrites. In the hearth calcium sulphide
remains with the

in

conseciuence

slag,

(;f

its

while the sulphide of iron,
higher specific gravity, goes

If the iron

into the metal.

is

highly carburetted,

and be strongly heated, the sulphide of iron may 1h'
decomposed by the carlK)n of the iron: Fe^C -|- FeS., =
oFe + CSg. The carbon disulphide is o.xidised in the
zone of combustion, and augtnents the (juantity of
the sulphurous gases already mentioned.
When the molecules of slag are being formed, tlie
molecules of metallic sulphid«'s, which have a low

themselves between these, and
Con\bine with them. Since, however, the metallic
sulphides do not constitute a factor in the chemical
reactions, to which the continually accumulating mass
of silicates are subjected, they can only act as an
specific gravity, thrust

impediment, and hinder the process. Therefore the
fluxing ('fleet of slags contiiining sulphur is far less
than that of slags of similar composition which contain

no mctallie sulphides.

To what extent

iron takes

up the sulphur ccmtiined

coke has not yet I>een luscertained the iron,
however, is useless if the coke contains I'd, and
indeed, even 1 2 per cent. S.

in the

;

'>
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thus a matter of prime importance to the iron"smelter to produce a coke as low as possible in
It is

sulphur, the more so since, in the operations of the
blast furnace,

where an

effort is

made by

addition of

lime to transfer the sulphur of the coke to the slag,

even a large excess of lime

is

scarcely able to

remove

the deleterious ingredients that have already entered
the iron, and, for the most part, its action is restricted

promoting a prior union of the particles of ash and
sulphur with those of the lime.
In accordance with these facts, an endeavour has
also been made to reduce the sulphur contained in
coke to the utmost. Various means of betterment
have been resorted to. Calvert and Chenot add
common salt in coking to form chloride of sulphur
Bleibtreu mixes the small of caking coal with powdered
lime in order that thereafter, by using the limed coke
thus obtained in the furnace, the sulphur contained in
it may be carried into the slag.
Kopp quenches the
<;oke with dilute hydrochloric ? cid, washes out the
soluble salts, and dries the wet coke in the air, or by
heat from the ovens. Hoffmann employs for the
same purpose a solution of chloride of manganese.
Grandidier introduces compressed air at a temperature
•of 250-300° C. into the ovens, whereby the carbon is
set on fire and the sulphide of iron is oxidised.
All these methods, however, have failed to overcome
the difficulty of producing a coke low in sulphur.
The best remedy is careful selection of the coal due
regard being paid to its quality, and to the (juantity
For it is
of ash, and especially of iron, it contains.
sulphur
which
not always the coal that contains least
yields the coke purest in this respect much depends
to

—

;
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upon the form

in wliich the sulpliur is conibine(l,

n\'

coKE.

and

the-

character of the mineral matter determines toacoiLsiderable extent whether much or little sulphur is evolved

oven gases or remains beliiiul in tlie coke.
Westplialian coke very seldom contains less than
per cent, of sulphur most of it contains from 8 to

with
<S

tlie

—

1*5

per cent.

larger quantities are rare.

;

Out of

.sixty-

of sulphur in Westplialian coke,

two determinations*

per cent, of sulphur (minimuui
Of the
•88 per cent), and fifty-one over 1 per cent.
1*2
latter, forty-tliree showed betvsx'cn 1 per cent and

eleven .showed under

1

per cent of .sulphur (mean, therefore, 110 per cent)
eight analyses gave 120 to 1*47 per cent. 8. (the latter
Con.seipiently, no great error is
figure as maximum).

regarding lOO per cent, on an average as
the ([uantity of suli)hur contiintMl in Westplialian coke.
In En«dish coke and in that of the Ruhr district
the quantity of sulphur varies between '80-1 80 per

committed

in

best Connellsville coke (Pa.) also shows
Foundry coke contains in
•82 per cent of sulphur.

cent

The

regarded as the

maximum,

—

per cent being
although instances are

general '75- 10 per cent, of sulphur

1

high as 1'25 per cent
The following is a list of various cokes, .showing
the quantities of lush ami sulphur they contiin

known

in

which

it

rises

a.s

:

-,

Coke ,from
,

Ash

Sulphur

ptM cent,

jmr cent.

10-81

-860

10'65

'893

(1) Fjjchweiler Ik'rgwcrks Vcrein
(Anuft),

-

-

-

(2) VenMniuMini;s^esellschaft,Mnriji
Pit, iimin shaft

(Aachen),

• Froui the lalwratory of the
Koijhum.

**

-

\Ve«tfnliwhc« Kokssyndikat," at
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Sulphur
*

,

,

per cent,

per cent.

-863

(3) Vereiniguiigsgesellschaft, Maria
Pit, shaft

(4)
(5)

1,

-

Obemkirchen,
Marihaye (Liittich),

-

-

10-02

-

-

6-02

1-27

-

-

11-06

1-54

11*32

'67

6-96

-80

(6) Strepy Bracquegnies (Centre),
(7) Chevalieres de Dour (Mons), -

Roche

-

13-00

•300--400

-

13-00

-300--405

(10) Montcell (Saint Etienne),

-

11*00

(11) Montmartre (Saint Etienne),

-

ll'OO

1*37

(12) Tilleur (Belgium),

-

-

12-00

-50

-

-

6-00

-27

(8)

la Moliere,*

(9) Houilleres

-

de Saint Etienne,

(13) Donetz (Kussia),

American coke

-

(" Gliickauf,"

1892,

p.

followint^ quantities of ash and sulphur

•270--400

76) shows the
:

Ash

Sulphur

per cent,

per cent.

Sample of Big Stone Gap coke,
4*74
from Virginia,
9*74
3 Samples of Connellsville coke (Pa.),
16-34
Chattanooga
coke
(Ten.),
4
,,
,,
10-54
4
,, Birmingham coke (Alab.),
,,
1

3

,,

,,

Pocahontas coke (Virg.),

8

,,

,,

New

Virginia),

As

Weeks

.

.

-

(loc. cit),

-

-

Consett

-

-

Whitworth „
South Brancepeth Mine,

*

1-195

5*74

'597

-

7-21

-552

from Durham, accord-

contains the following

Hamsteels Mine,
„

1-595

River coke (West

retjards Engrlish coke, that

ing to

'588

-810

:

Ash

Sulphur

per cent,

per cent.

-

-

6 36

'81

-

-

6-91

-84

-

-

6-69

1-21

-

-

5-30

-91

No. 8-13 according to Rossigneux

{loc. rit.).
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Coke that

is

liigli

exposure to air

in sulphur, after

even for a short period, shows brown spots, the edges
of which present a more or less distinct play of
Frecjuently in such places the coke appears

colours.

exactly like pyrites.
in sue]

The author has always found

spotted pieces of coke an appreciably larger

I

quantity of iron and about SO per cent, more sulphur
than in bright coke from the same works.

With reference
see,

among

ISHH,

to the estimation of sulphur in coke,

others, L.

Blum,

"

445; also F. Stolba,

p.

d.Chem.
The only means by which

Zeitschr.
*'

fiir

Anal. Ch.,"

Jahresbericht iiber

<1.

Techn.," 1888.

Leist.

an
indication of the quantity of sulphur likely to be
contained in a coke which it is proposed to manufjicture. is, according to Muck, to make a test coke
from tiie coal in (juestion and to determine the sulphur
in

is

possible to get

it.

Iron.

—The iron contained in coal

is

the product of a

According to Ochsenius
Gliickauf," 1894), acids are formed by the decom-

series of
("

it

position

secondary reactions.
of

plants,

which, acting

in

the

constant

presence of a supply of moisture, tend to dissolve
In this way
the tinely-divided iron in the sub.soil.
slimy solutions of iron are formed, which cover the

whole ground, together with the roots, and at length
convert the metiil into the form of salts of ulmic.
From such
humic, carlK)nic, and phosphoric acids.
been readily intriMluced into coal,
where it has been converted for the most part into
In addition to the car Ik mate, coal
carbonate of iron.

<leposits the iron luus

contains both the oxide and silicate of iron.

The
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changes which these compounds undergo in the coke
oven and the influence they exert upon the combination of sulphur have been considered in the preceding
section.

The

iron in the ash of coke has a striking effect

in causing the latter to clinker,

and

a comparatively low temperature.

that, indeed, at

This troublesome

formation of clinker in the grate arises from the fact
that the peroxide of iron in the ash

when

is

easily reduced

in a thick layer to the state of protoxide,

and

as such unites with the remaining constituents of the

ash to form a very readily fusible

silicate.

(Cp.

p. 110.)

In'({eneratint£ carbonic acid in the lime kiln in the

ammonia-soda

process, the effect of this property of

iron can be observed in the vitrification of the lime

which takes

place,

when

the former

is

present in

excessive quantity.

The quantity of iron contained in coke
variable, and is generally in inverse ratio

is

to

alumina present in the ash.
Of forty analyses* of Westphalian coke
3 SaDiples gave under

'5

per cent. Fe.

and '7 per cent. Fe.
-8 and
-9
„
„
-Oandl„

between

5

,,

8

„

„

„

6

„
„

„
,,

1*

„
per cent. Fe.

„
„

„

under

1

„

over

1-2

5
7

3

,,

"6

"2

per cent. Fe.
„

O
•^

5'

)J

5>

*^

"

J)

^

5>

J)

n

^

"^

J>

The mean

1

is

„

.Q

thus approximately

}>

5>

'90

per cent. Fe.

Westfiilische Kokasyndikat.'

very
the
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In the Westphaliaii coal l.asin the plionoiiieiioii is
generally observable that the (juantity of iron varies

with the depth of the seams, an«l that, particularly, it
increases alike in the coal and in the coke from the
top

downwards

to the " lean

"

— that

is

A

coal.

from the " fat " coals
of cokes from the Ruhr

to siiy,

series

coal basin contained
(a)

From

tlie

Oelsenkin'hcn

-T'J'J

district (best ''fat" coal),

per cent. Fc.

-'Jl^

„

•944

„

„

•9S4
(A)

From the
trict

(c)

Langciidreerdis-

(smithy

coal),

'J^')'^

„

,,

I'OTO

„

„

l-OUl)

„

1300

„

„

Sprockhuvel 1*414
and
(smithy and "lean" coal), loDO

„

„

„

„

From

the districts of Wit-

ten

The

of iron in the cokes contained

amounts

larcrer

probably havi' a (genetic connecticm
with the presence of beds of spathic iron ore in the
" lean " coal division of the Ruhr.
Coke from the Aachen basin contains a smaller

in division

((•)

may

quantity of iron

Coke

— namely, about

Bergwerks

of the Kschweiler
v.,

Anna

-

pit,

'628

-

Coke of the Vcreinigungs gesellschaft, Maria i)it, main ahiift,
Coke

6 per cent.

|>cr

cent. Fe.

559

„

„

GIG

„

„

of the Vereinigungs gesellschaft,

Maria

pit,

shaft No.

1,

E<lm. Jensch (l)iirre, hn: rH.) reckims the metiillic
iron in the pyrites present in the small an<l dust of

Upper

Silesian coal at 17-28 kilos, per ton (metric)
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The loss of iron annually in 18S5 the
production was 12,784,000 tons is thus estimated

of coal.

—

at

220,000 tons.

readily

happen

In individual
that

the

iron

it

may

coke

goes

instances
of

the

completely or partially into the blast-furnace slag
in this case the quantity of lime added has been
too small.

—

Phosphorus. The principal carriers of the phosphorus contained in coke are, according to M. Carnot
(Compt. rend., 99, 154), the spores and pollen grains
which are easily observable under the microscope in
the accumulation of decomposed vegetable matter.

The cryptogams

— that

is

to say, ferns, equisetums,

—

and lycopods (lepidodendra and sigillaria) along with
some conifers (cordaites), constitute the bulk of the
carboniferous flora, and these contain, as a group,
a more or less considerable quantity of phosphorus.
Carnot attempted to trace a connection between the
quantity of phosphorus contained in coals and the
nature of the plants of which they are composed.
In the same deposit he could detect no appreciable
differences, but those coals which contained a large
number of spores, such as cannel coal, were found
to contain the largest quantities of phosphorus.

The

amounts found varied from 00572 to "06275 P. in
100 parts, while 02 might be regarded as the mean.
At the Denain Iron Works, according to Rossigneux
{loc. i'it.), a comparison was made of various coals
to that locality with reference to the
quantity of volatile constituents and of phosphorus

belonging

they

Nothing definite, however, was
At Anzin the quantity of phosphorus

contained.

arrived

at.
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and
phosphorus

vjiried in different sean)s in the proportion
tlie

"half-fat" coals contained a half less

1

:

6,

than the "fat" coals. Generally speaking, the (quantity of phosphorus is very variable.
In the process of cokin;; the phosphorus of the coal
In Westphalian coke
goes completely into the coke.
the phosphorus varies between several thousandths
of a per cent, and a few hundredths, the limit being
about 05 per cent.
Of 5() analyses* of Westphalian coke
4 Samples showed less than

41

.

10
1

,,

,,

„

„

„

»

is

the

phosphorus

in

case

the

])et\veen
,,

02-03
„

mean, 010

with

the

„

iron,

Ruhr area
:

the

quantity of

increases

from the "fat" coal to the "lean"
.seen from the annexed table
(")

„

03

over

Aj)pr()xiniatc

As

01 percent. V.

•01-02

generally

coal, as

may

be
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The

10^

quantity of phosphorus in (c) is
apparently to be explained by the heavier precipitate of phosphate of iron, which, in the lowest coal
larger

seams, has been exposed to most pressure from the

overlying strata.

With regard

Aachen coke, there

to

is

contained in

that from
Eschweiler

Bergwerk

(Anna),

.

Vereiii
.

.

.

-0207 per cent. P.

Vereinigungsgesellschaft (Maria)

main

shaft,

-

-

-

-

'0208

,,

Vereinigungsgesellschaft (Maria)

No.

1

shaft,

-

-

-

-

-0140

Pennsylvania coke shows on an average *01 per cent,
of phosphorus, that from Mingo Mountain (Tenn.) *008
per cent., and Pinneville coke only '007 per cent. P. A
larger quantity is found in coke from West Virginia
which has '027 per cent., while that from Illinois
contains 033 per cent.
In coke from Upper Freeport
coal (Allegheny River), M'Creath found phosphorus to
the extent of "1085 per cent., the coal itself containing
•0684 per cent.

In the blast furnace the phosphorus of the coke,
at the high temperature prevailing and under the
influence of the silicic acid which is present, is taken
up into the body of the iron.* Phosphorus diminishes
the elasticity and tenacity (Festigkeit) of the iron, and

has the property of making
*

Under

certain

conditions,

contained in the M'hole charge

a

it

harder, in consequence

part of the phosphorua
into the slags and also Ihj
particulars see "Staid und

snuill

may go

carried off through tlie tiiroat.
For
Eisen," 1882, vi., 232; 1894, xviii., 873.
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of which

frri'fii

importjince

is

(

()KE.

attached in the iron works

amount of phosphorus eonUiined in the coke
influence upon the (juality of the iron is not so

to the
its

;

powerful, however,

iis

that of sulphur.

For the manufacture of

fine castincrs in

foundries,

n somewhat hi^di percentat^e C)f phosphorus is not
ret^arded with disfavour, because phosphorus lowers
the meltin<; point and renders the iron more fluid,
so that it fills up the moulds completely and gives
sm(K)th surfaces to the castintrs.
The silica comes from the usual accompaniSilica.

fine,

—

The preponderance of
of coal, the coal shale.
silica in the coal ash, as well as the circumstance that
the alkalis therein are pre.sent as silicic acid com-

ment

pounds, points to the matter of the flreclay havin^;
been partly introduced into the Wly of the coal.
In earlier days the silica was credited with exera ^^reat influence in the blast furnace by
This view luvs been proved,
expellint,^ the sulphur.
however, to be erroneous, althou^di at the same time

cisin<,^

it
of*

is

not without ettect in determining,' the meltini;

the slags in the furnace.
In the melting of soda ash.

When

objectionable.
(juantity of

silica

coke

is

silicic

u.sed

acid

is

very

as a fuel a large

prevents slagging of the a«h in

the grate, while a low or medium jjuaiitity of silicic
acid along with large (juantities of oxide of iron and
liuje hjis

a very pronoimciMl slagging

ettect.

which the (juantity of silica l>ears to
the strength of the coke is very importiint, for it is
found that the hanlness of the coke varies inversely
to the amount of silica present. For further particulars

The

relation

see the following chai)ter.
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The following analyses show, accordinor to Diirre,*
the silica in various cokes made from washed coking
coals of the Ruhr basin
:

Ash

With SiOo

per cent.

per cent.

-

10-19

30-86

Carolinen Gliick Mine,

-

12-15

43-93

Centrum

-

10-93

38-56

-

12-65

41-48

-

11*08

34-60

„

-

9-08

33-78

„

-

9-71

53-91

„

-

13-21

3733

-

1101

39-33

Coke from
Prasident Mine,

-

„

GrafSchwerin

„

Westhausen

According to Weeks' report there
an average in

Muddy

47-00

coke,

iTYipurities of

contained on

44 -64 per cent. SiOg and in

Connellsville coke,

Big

is

Minor

„

Ivij^ortance.

sulphur, iron, phosphorus, and

silica,

„

—In

addition to

other impurities

are found in the ash of coal and coke, and, although
their

amount

is

so small that in practice they

may

yet be worth while to

be entirely neglected,
mention them.
The coke manufactured from Ruhr coal, according
to B. Platz (" Stahl und Eisen," 1886), contains copper,
and, as a matter of fact, twelve samples taken monthly
are stated to have shown •017-046 per cent., or an
average of '032 per cent, copper. Larger quantities
of copper than those mentioned occur only rarely,
it

*

w^ill

" Aulage und Betrieb der Eisenhiitten."
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most part

for the

the ash of wliich,

in coals exceptionally ricli in pyrites,

when moistened with hydrochhjric

shows the copper reaction.
Since any copj>er
which may be contained either in the ores or in the

acid,

fuel

finds its

way

ultimately inU^

the

pifj

iron,

it

follows that, assuming; one ton of coke containing 10

per cent, of ash to be required for the pro<luction of
one ton of pi*^ iron, the (quantity of copper in the
latter will

amount

0032 per cent. With
however, no injurious etiect

to about

such minute Cjuantities,

on the quality of the iron need be feared.
The blue flame which makes its appearance when
salt is sprinkled upon glowing coke wtus ascril)ed by
Smith ("Chemical News," 3i), 141) to hydrochloric
Since then, however, according to G. Salet
acid.
(Compt. rend., 110, 280-283), it has been proved to
be due to a small (juantity of copper, which was
recognised, spectroscopically, by introducing a steel
needle into the Bunsen flame after it had been dipped
in the acid extract of the ash in ([uestion, and heated
to redness with hydrochloric acid (Muck, "Steinkohlen
Chemie.").

In coal from Newcastle Daubn'e f()un«l both arsenic
and antimony in Saarbrlick coal 003 per cent, of
arsenic and in a sample of coal from Vilh* (Btis Rhin),
;

;

besides traces of antimony and copper, 0415 j)er cent,
Coal from Nottinghamshire likewise conof arsenic.

Percy discovered
galena in coal from Bedworth (Warwickshire). Oxide
of lead and oxide of zinc are also frecjuently present,
as is indicated by the white or yellow incrustations
found above the doors of the coke ovens and also on
tained appreciable traces of

ar.senic.

the ])ieces of coke themselves.
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Platz * investigated

two specimens of volatilised
which had been deposited from coke-oven gases
on boilers heated by them. On the hotter parts a
yellow deposit had been formed, and on the cooler
part a white one, the composition of which was as
dust,

follows

:

White.

Yellow.

Per cent.

Sulphate of zinc,
,,

lead,

,,

soda,

-

-

63 01

-

11-2.3

-

Persulphate of iron,

-

Insoluble residue,

-

-

4-82
12-22
1-62

92-90

Per cent.
Oxide of zinc,
Sulphate of lead,
Lime,
Magnesia,
Alumina,
Peroxide of iron,

Silica,

-

-

-

-

58 43
4 24
1

12

75
8 40
-

-

.5

49

17 78
96-21

In the flues of a boiler at Zankeroda heated by coke
gases, according to H. Schulze (" Jahresbericht Leist.

Chem. Teclin.," 1886), a deposit was formed which
had the following composition

d.

:

CHAPTER

V.

Physical Properties of Coke.
Hardness.

— When

the use of coke bejran to be

substituted for that of

wood

size of the charcoal furnaces ori<^inally

at

first

retained.

height and were

warmed

air,

Sincf

and
employed was

charcoal, the form

thcsf wore only of small

fed witli cold

or only moderately-

the aim was to produce a

lii^dit

ami porous

coke, which in physical properties would not be very

from ve<;etable fuels.
The low power of resistance possessed by this coke
naturally placed <^reat restrictions upon its use in the
blast finnace, and hence, when the workin»j of the

difierent

came to be forced, in order to secure a largely
augmented output, .some remedy had to be sought for
latter

For use in the huge blast furnaces of
to-day, which are fed with a bhust of air at from
700-800" C. under high pressure and produce jus much
as liOO tons of pig iron per twenty-four h()Ui*s. it is
necessary, above everything else, that the coke should
this defect.

be strong.
Until about eleven years ago the height of the

was regarded as being determined by
the resistance of the coke U^ cru.shing, since it was
assumed that the weight of the column nf nuitter
blast furnace
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contained in the charge would crush the coke to a
greater or less extent.
Calculation, however, shows

view to be quite untenable.
According to Wedding,* 1 cubic metre of coke = 450
kilos.; 1 cubic metre of wood charcoal = 140 kilos.;
and 1 cubic metre of ore + fluxinof material = 1800
kilos.
If, therefore, we take 3 parts by weight of the
charge and 1 part by weight of coke, it gives
this

450
1350

kilos, coke,
kilos,

cubic metre.

1

-

-

-

charge,

-

-

-

"75

Total,

-

-

-

1-75

charcoal,

-

1

,,

And
wood

140

kilos,

420

kilos, charge,

Total,

In the
kilos

;

cubic metre.

-

-

-

-23

-

-

-

1-23

first case, therefore, 1

cb.

,,

metre =

in the second case 1 cubic metre

=

^^^

'

-^^

=1028

=

455

So that if the height of the charge in the blast
furnace be 30 metres, the weight on each square metre
kilos.

of the base

30 X 1028
charcoal,

is,

in the case of a furnace using coke,

kilos. = 30,840 kilos., and, in one using wood
30 x 455 = 13,650 kilos., or, per square

centimetre, in the

first

instance 3 kilos., and in the

—

second 1 kilo. that is to say, a weight very much
less than coke or wood charcoal, even of the lowest
*

Wedding,

'*

Die Berechnungen

Eisenhochiifen," p. 80.

fiir

Entwurf und Betrieb von
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resisting capacity,

would be able

from

is

to l>ear.

It follows

not the n'sistance offered to a
crushiiif,' stress, but the friability of the fuel that
is a factor in deterininin^,' the heiij^ht of the bhist
this

that

it

furnace.

The

coke

friability of

is

connecte<l principally with

the condition of the walls of the pores

— that

to say,

is

depends on the car)>onaceous material. Coke is
always more or less porous in structure. These pores
are nothin<^ more than the passa<;es throu»^h which
the volatile products that result along with the coke
If the
in the process of coking make their escape.
walls of the pore spaces are hard, the coke is generally
called "hard": if they are soft, the coke is called
it

" soft."

On

the other iiand, the friability

on the density of the coke
the

size

the pore
less

of

pore

the

walls are

— that

spaces,

ecjually

where,

effect of the

in

the

latter

liard.

is

to say,

is

as,

upon
where

dense coke

a

the exception

case, the

large pore spaces

by increased thickness

also depentient

injismuch

friable than a poious coke;

this is

is

is

to

deteriorating

again compensated

of the partition walls

between

the pores.

determines also the
relative size of the pieces in the various sorts of
coke. The den.ser the coke is, the larger the pieces
Consequently, the

friability

that can be employed, while, under similar conditions,
increased

porosity

necessitates

the

use

of

smaller

pieces.

The hardness

of the pore walls of coke

is

what

determines the resistance offered by the latter to
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Hard coke may show a very small amount

of friableness, without being in the least dense

;

on

the other hand, dense coke must, in every case, be

hard as well if it is to be of any use.
The disadvantage of a friable coke is seen even in
the transport of it, where, between the loading of the
waggons and making-up of the trains, no inconsiderable
part

is lost

as refuse.

As a general

of dust will be found associated with

per cent,
at the point

rule, 6
it

of unloading.

In the blast furnace itself, the pieces of coke turn
about and rub against the materials which form the
charge.
In the case of very friable coke, pieces
are thus very readily broken off, and these form
with a part of the charge dense masses which
the gases are unable to penetrate, and which thus
inevitably lead to interruptions of the smelting
process.
It

is,

moreover, no

uncommon

result

when

friable

coke is employed, that small particles of it are carried
off unburnt in considerable quantity by the gases
escaping from the upper part of the furnace, or are
removed with the slag.
A further disadvantage of friability, connected more
particularly with the weakness of the pore walls,
bears upon the combustion in the interior of the blast
furnace.
The coke in its descent is surrounded by a
hot layer of carbonic acid. This gas has the power of
oxidising the carbon, which, however, is not attacked
in all its forms to the same extent by carbonic acid.
Hard coke withstands its destructive influence to a
greater degree than soft coke. In an experiment of
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tliirty

in

minutes' duration, Lowthian Bell* found the loss

weight by oxidation

in the case of soft

six times as p^eat as in the case of

coke to be

hard coke.

Every

coke that is used up by carbonic acid in the
upper parts of the blast furnace constitutes a <l()uble
loss
on the one hand, by the lowerin*; of temperature
at the place where such action is going on, and on
the other, in consequence of the serious loss of coke
which is consumed before it reaches the crucible of
the furnace. This loss of heat is accompanied at the
hit of the

—

same time by a more or

less

considerable disturbance

of the workin<r of the furnace.

In practice, the friability of the coke

is

determined

by testing the hardness of the pore walls
that is to say, the resistance otiered by the coke to
pressure, and from the figures obtained for the carrying
power, conclusions are drawn regarding the friability.
If a shorter method of
estimating the value of
indirectly

diflerent cokes in this respect

is

desired, the samples

in question are simply

that kind

is

rubbing.

rubbed again.st one another
the best which gives the smallest loss on

In this case, obviousl}', a similar degree of

purity in the cokes

presupposed.

consider more fully the hardness of the pore

If w(;

walls of

pressure

is

coke

— we

— that
find

is,

that

the resistance they

the

latter

oti'er

to

depends on the

quality of the coal, the (piantity of ash in the coke,

and particularly the quantity of silica it conttiins
also upon the temperature employed in coking, the
width of the oven, and the duration of the coking
process.
•

• Berg-

u.

Hilttcnm,

Zeitg.,*' 1884, p. 651.
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Obviously, the greatest attention must be paid to
the quality of the coal, since, although with a bad

oven it is easy to manufacture a bad coke even from
a good coal, it is impossible to obtain good coke
from bad coal at least, by the present methods of
manufacture. Caking sinter coals or sinter coals are

—

scarcely in a condition to yield coke.
case of the coking coals, properly so
less considerable differences are

Even in the
called, more or

seen in the hardness-

number.
Herr Simmersbach investigated coke made from
both kinds of coal found in the Westphalian coal
range, viz., smithy and " fat " coal
the latter being
again divided into light coking coal and " high fat

—

coal, rich in gas.

Coke from smithy

The
coal,

result
-

was

80-115

kilos carrying capacity

per

„

light fat coal,

„

best

,,

The hardness

-

120-160
up to 175

„

,,

„

cm.

of the coke appears, therefore, to stand

in a definite relation to the caking

smithy

sq.

,,

power

of the coal,

which borders on the " lean
division, yields a coke the hardness of which is
only 115 kilos, per sq. cm.
In one case, where a
better smithy coal was coked, the hardness of the
product rose to 143 kilos.; while coke made from
for

the

the best

" fat "

which may be

coal,

coal possesses a far higher hardness,

about 170 kilos, when
is under 9 per cent.
The bulk of the coke which is produced in Westphalia will bear a weight of 115-170 kilos., so
that, in point of fact, 120 kilos, is regarded as the
fairly placed at

the average quantity of ash
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standard for cokes produced from light coking coal.
A series of experiments carried out some time ago
by the Westphalian Coke Syndicate at Bochum
gave likewise, as a mean, the number 120 kilos.
This number appears U) hold for Durham coke
as

well.

In experimenting on the hardness, cubes of coke
1

cm.

in

height

were

employed

apparatus shown below, which
re(iuire

no further description.

is

(Cp.

with the
so simple as to

along

p. 14.)

A

high percentage of ash naturally attects the hardness of the coke, but the degree of the latter is
dependent pre-eminently on the (piantity of silica
present

therein,

as

is

evident from

the

following

experiments carried out by Herr Simmersbach

:
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Australian

cokes,

which, on account of the large quantity of

silica

they contain, have a much lower hardness than
Westphalian coke.
The effect of temperature upon hardness is strikingly
noticeable at different points in the same oven charge.
At the sides of the coked charge the hardness is considerably greater than in the middle, because at the

temperature cannot
since the heat which the arch
up and reflects upon the charge
extent not at the disposal of

centre

middle.
of heat

the

The same

act

of

so

powerfully,

the oven takes

of coal

the

is

coke

holds orood of the larofe

to
in

some
the

amount

generated by the surface burning of the

coke, which

likewise acts most

sides of the chartje.

powerfully on the
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Acconlintj to Rossitrneiix

with Belgian
ovens of 450 mnis. diameter, using a mixture of "fat"
coal and "half-fat" coal, with 21 per cent, volatile
constituents, the hardness of the coke next the
oven walls amounted to 120 kilos., while, in the
neighlx>urhood of the 'perpendicular axis of the oven,
the

number

fell

{loc.

cit.),

to tSO kilos.

Herr Simmersbach investigated round-oven coke
made from the best Westphalian coking coal and
containing 9 per cent, of ash, and found that the
carrying ])ower diminished continuously from top to
bottom.
The hardness-number fell from 175 kilos,
to 170, 123, and finally to under 80 kilos.
Every coke-burner, moreover, is aware that coke
becomes harder if it is heated for some time after its
formation.
But the manner of conductinjr the cokinir
process, permitting as

it

does a uniform or non-uniform

heating, also admits of considerable ditierences in the

hardness of the })roduct.

The

beneficial action of heat

is

shown

in the case

of

ovens of different widths and with varying periods of
treatment. The narrower the oven is, the more speedily
df)es the charge become heated to redness through and
through, and the longer, accordingly, is the period for
which the coke is exposed to a red heat.
Experiments carried out at the Besseges Iron Works,
on samples of coke made in Carves ovens, gave the
following figures for the resistance of the cokes to
pressure
:

From ovens

of

700 nuns,
6G0
„
500
..

„

GG 40
79-72

„

i)2:V2

widtli

kilos.

„
..
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It is obvious, therefore, that the hardness increases

with decrease

in the

width of the ovens.

The know-

ledge of this has had the effect that, in the more recent

types of oven, the width

is

always diminished as far as

possible.

With reference

to the period of treatment, it holds

that an extension of the time produces harder coke,

because the coke

is

acted on longer and more power-

Thus the 48-hour working

fully.

of ovens generally

produces a harder coke than the 24-hour, and, on the
other hand, the 72-hour yields a harder product than
the 48-hour treatment complete treatment being pre-

—

supposed in both

cases.

Accordino- to Weddino-*
70-hour coke from beehive

ovens at Connellsville,

-

gave 284

lbs.

per

sq.

mch.

48-hour coke from beehive

ovens at Connellsville,
24-hour

coke

from

-

,,

249

,,

,,

,,

245

,,

,,

closed

ovens at Johnstown,

-

For the production of blast-furnace coke at Connellsville

the coal

is

treated for forty-eight hours, while for

extended to .seventy-two
hours because by extending the period of coking the
cokes become harder, and at the same time are got in
larger pieces. In this case, moreover, a special selection
is made, and the inferior pieces picked out are not sold
as foundry coke.f
For 48-hour coke the carrying power is reckoned in

foundry coke the period

is

;

* Wedding, "Nord Anierikauisches Eisenhtittenwesen, Zeitsch. fUr
Berg- Hutteu- und Salinen-VVesen," vol. 1876, p. 409.
t Wedding, " Stahl und Eisen," 1893, p. 21.
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Westphalia at 80-120 kilos, per sq. cm., for 72-honr
coke at 120-140 kilos. In America (round-oven coke
with 72-hour treatment) the hardness is taken at 150
kilos,

per

sq. inch.

The recovery

of bye-products from

tlie

coal

is

not

detrimental to the carrying power of the coke. Coke
ovens with recovery of tar and ammonia produce quite
as hard coke

jus

ordinary ovens, as

is

evident fn)in

experiments 4 and 5.
Herr Simmershach's experiments show further that
width of oven and length of treatment, iXH factors in
the production of good coke, are always subordinate
to the right choice of the coking coal and to the
(juantity of silica in it.
(Conq). Experiments, 1, 4.)
From inferior coking coal it is never possible to produce hard(?r coke, even with the smallest width of
oven and with the longest period of treatment, than
can be got from the best fat coal which contains
little silica, even with a greater width of oven and

a shorter period

of treatment.

In experiments u})on hardness

it

is

by no moans safe

to rest satisfied with the result of a single test;

essential that a considerable

number

it

is

of experiments

be made and the average taken. It is of great importance that good and, alK)ve all, uniform .samples
should be chosen.

On

the basis of the

mean hardness

as thus deter-

mined, however, only approxiniate conclusions can V>e
drawn as to the cjuality of the coke, because a coke in
large solid pieces of 20-,*K) cms. in width without
cracks will give better re.sults than another coke of
cipial

hardness

but

in

smaller

pieces,

but

more
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have
not been carried out at the high temperatures which
the coke must be subjected to in practical working.
In this connection comparative experiments on
hardness in the cold and in the heat were made by P.
especially for the reason that the experiments

Holtzer (Rossigneux, loc. cit.) with metallurgical coke
containing 14 per cent, ash made from coal from St.

The hardness

Etienne.
kilos,

and

in the cold

amounted

to 95

at a red heat fell to 87*8 kilos.

Further experiments of this kind have unfortunately
not been carried out, so that the question whether the
hardness of coke in the heat is in all circumstances

and for

kinds of coke proportional to the hardness
at ordinary temperature still remains an open one.
Porosity.
The porosity is not connected with the
nature of the pore walls but is based upon the capacity
all

—

of the pore spaces,

it

is

therefore independent of the

According as the pore spaces are large or
small, the coke is called porous or dense.
Coke can be
porous and yet hard, if the pore spaces are large but
the walls of the pores are hard conversely, it can be
dense without possessing hardness that is to say, its
pore spaces are indeed small but the walls surrounding
them are weak.
As already mentioned in Chap. II., under " Preparation," the size of the particles of coking coal
has an influence upon the porosity of the coke. The
finer and more uniform the grain of the coal, the
denser is the coke, and vice versa. In addition to
this, the kind of coal and the duration and method of
coking stand in the closest relation to the porosity
hardness.

;

—

of the coke.
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The more
is

volatile constituents a coal contains

— that

more ^ases it evolves on bein^ coked
the more ra[)i(lly the same coal is heated,

to say, the

and, further,

the more porous
Dr. Thcirner

is

(luc.

the coke produced.
cit.),

According to

by the employment of more

moderately heated new systems, the sum total of the
pore spaces fluctuates between 29-35 per cent, while
vigorously coking types of oven can proiluce as much
as

per cent, of pores

40-.")0

open ovens or

in the case of meilers

;

stalls it is least, falling as

and

low as 15 per

cent.

The higher the pressure
(for example, under the

— that

is,

the column of coal

charging holes)

— the den.serdoes

the coke become, and the more difficult

The density likewise

is it

to

push

out.

increases with the temperature,

because with increase of temperature the tarry products of distillation are in large measure destroyed
within the coke.

The various parts
different
figures *

density,

of an oven give cokes of (|uite

as

is

seen

from

the

following

:

Closed oven of the Cavihrin Iron Co. at Johnstown.

Coke per
T'|)|)er

part of the oven,

Middle

Lower
Closed

ovetiy

cent.

G3-41

.S6r)9

„

-

G900

.,

-

73-98

3100
2602

Cap Furnace, mar

lluUidayahurtj.

Coko per

Upper part

•

Middle

Lower
Wedding,

cent.

Cells per cent.

-

6380

„

-

65-50

3620
3450

„

-

7042

29-58

of the oven,

" Xnrd

Cells per cent.

-

.Vmcrikanischca

sische Ztsdir.,'' vol. 187», p.

401».

Eisenhtlttenwesen,

Preua-
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Open

heaps, Buckhili Coal

and Iron

Co. (ivashed coal).
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Oven coke

least evidence of fusion.

liad

an

irrejjular

porous structure, and was fu.sed toorether to a dense
vitreous mass.
Furthest removed in structure from

wood charcoals stood

tlie

the gas-retort cokes,

which moderate-sized pore walls alternated with
cells,

in

lart;e

while the substance of the coke was fused to a

dense, impenetrable, vitreous mass.
Th«3 table

on

p.

129 gives a synopsis of Thomer's

investitrations.

According to

the.se,

the largest

contained in retort coke with 6 16
meiler coke with

while the

coke,

284

ccs.

porosity

;

amount

of pores

the smallest in

ccs.,

between them

of

wood

is

oven

lies

charcoal

varies

and 2004

ccs. in 100 grms. of coal.
between 9G'2 ccs.
Round-oven coke is generally more porous than
Coppee coke. As regards the former, West Virginia
coke is considerably more porous than round-oven
coke from Pennsylvania, without, at the .same time,
showing an}'^ greater friability.
Coke made under pressure shows the largest
number, but also the smallest pore spaces.
The
pressure to which the coke was subjected in the
coking process consequently does not affect the «lensity
of the carbon, but rather under its influence a com-

pression of the pores takes place, as

by the

.Srd

and 4th experiments

The density
ccs. in

that

100 grms. of coke.

made from pine shows

in the tiible.

largest, viz.,

viz..

between

Among

•')24

and

wocxi cliarcoals,

the smallest bulk occupied

by the carbonaceous matter,
from oak the

clearly indicated

of the carbon, the real coke substance,

varies within narrow limits,

50

is

74 2

viz.,

cas.

01*6

ccs.,

and that
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The amount

of ash in coke has

ciable influence

In IOC

Kinds of Coal and Coke.

nowhere any appre-

on the density of the carbon.

Nos. 4 and 8 of the table.)

129

(Cp.
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former

is

usually accepted as meaning the specific

<(ravity of the

coke free from pores

coke carbon (-fash); the

means that

real

—

tliat

specific

Cp. Chap. VIL, p.
The apparent

-|-

of the

gravity then

of the pore-containing coke

say, of the coke carbon

is,

— that

pore space (with

air).

is

to

(But

154,).

depends on the
quantity of ash in the coke and on the density of
the carbon, while the number and also the size of
the pores ]ia.s an effect on the real specific gi*avity.
The more pores the coke contains, and the larger
these are, the lower is the specific gravity.
practice what is called above the "apparent
Ill
specific

gravity

specific

" is

gravity

generally that referred

to.

This

European brands of coke between
while for American coke the average is

varies in the case of
1*2

and

If);

15, although here too values as high as ll) are not
The lower specific gravity of American
infrequent.
coke, as compared with Westphalian, is explained by
the predominance of the beehive type of oven in
Beehive coke htvs a very low specific
America.
g^ravity, and is much lighter than an ecjual bulk of

Simon-Carves coke.

Compared with

gravity of woo<l charcoal

is "10-'50,

these, the specific

and that of

coal

1-25-1 -v.').

weiixht of a cubic metre of coke in the form of
pieces is from .S50-450 kilos., varying with the amount

The

420 kilos,
C'oal weighs 700-!K)0
may be taken as an average.
weight of air-dried
while
the
kilos, per cubic metre,
wood charcoal amounts to only 100 kilos, per cubic
By stamping and l«y j>res.sure, &c., during
metre.

of ash and the density and size

<»f

the pieces

;
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volume of coke can be diminished by
Westphalian coke is reckoned
about 25 per cent.

cokincr, the

at about 2 cubic metres to the ton (metric).

A

15 -ton

waggon, 77 metres long, 2*84 broad, and 1*50 deep,
With large coke the
holds about 32*7 cubic metres.
waggon is filled exactly, and in the case of broken
coke to within 4-5 cms. of the edge.

Physical Properties.
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The forofroing table, giving an

interesting comparison

and chemical composition of
certain American cokes, may find a place here;* the
experiments were carried out by Fulton, manairer of
the Cambria Iron Works.
of the physical properties

From

F. M. Simmorsbach, Mitthcilungen nherden Kohlenl>ergbau
Kohleutransport in den Vereinigten Staaten von Anieriha
(published as a liandbook in 1S91).
Also "Iron," 1884, No. G02 ;
•

und

(len

•Borg und Huttenman.

Ztg.," 1884, p. 551.

CHAPTER

VI.

Combustibility and Calorific Value of Coke.^

The

inflammability of coke shows great variations,
so that it is a diflicult matter to make a statement
Besides
regarding it that would apply universally.
this, different metallurgical processes

demand a

greater

or less degree of inflammability, according to the

circumstances of the case.
For the ignition of coke a bright red heat, about
700° C, is required, while coal will ignite at a tempera-

Coke burns only when placed

ture as low as 326°.

in

a thick layer, and requires for complete combustion a
lively draught of air a single piece taken out of the
Are cools very rapidly in the air on account of the
high temperature of ignition.
The inflammability of coke depends upon the size
and shape of the pieces, and also upon the moisture
It decreases with increase of carbon, and
it contains.
vice verm ; a flame that will blaze up instantly, or one
that can be speedily extinguished, naturally cannot be
obtained by the use of coke. The carbon, which by
;

* Belani,

"Stahliind Eisen," 1885,

p.

003; 1886,

p.

302

;

Kutscher,

"Stahl und Eisen," 1885, p. 794; Van VIoten, " Stalil und Eisen,"
Jantzen, " Stahl und Eisen," 1886,
1886, p. 42, and 1886, p. 241
;

p.

83.
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rendered more combustible
by the presence of a larger proportion of easily comitself is difficult to ignite, is

hydrogen conse(|Uently the inHaiinnability is
increased by the addition of bitumen.
Since carbon
bustible

has a

;

much higher

gravity than h3-drogen.

specific

coke of low specific gravity will l)urn more readily
than that which is heavier. Further, the looser its
condition, the more intlammable the coke usually
becomes. Coke difiers from wood charcoal in having
a high conductivity for heat, which is an advantage
not to be under estimated, since the heating of the
charge in a blast furnace is, to a certain extent, due
When
to the direct conduction of heat from below.
for
the
also
heating
of
rooms,
&c., the
used in stoves
proportionally high conductivity for heat pos-sessed
by coke is a distinct advantage.
As retfards the behaviour of coke towards a heated
air blast, the combustibility stands to that of

wood

The
charcoal, on an average, in the proportion 1 16.
denser, the coke is, the higlier does this numerical
ratio become, while it diminishes convei*sely with
:

increase in the

])or()sity.

According to Thorner
as follows

* the ratio of

combustibility

:

Ordinary coke to birch clmrctml,
,,

-

pine charcoal,

„ meiler coke,

-

-

-

-

=

1

:

1-97

=

1

:

I'97

1

:

1'72

1

:

I'fiH

=
=

,,

heccij charcoal,

-

,,

oak

-=1:1 '55

„ coal,
,,

ciiarcoal,
-

anthnicite,

Stahl uiul KiHon." 1S80.

-

-

-

=
=

p. 71. tt ntq.

1
1

:

145

:

0*89

is

CALORIFIC VALUE OF COKE.

From

185

appears that cokes burn more rapidly
than anthracite, while, on the other hand, they are
more difficultly combustible than wood charcoal.
this

it

They remain longer, therefore, in the furnace than
the latter, and are better heated up when they come
to be burned, so that their efficiency

is

By

enhanced.

increasing the pressure and temperature of the blast

the combustibility can be increased.

The capacity
heated air

of the fuels to resist the action of

is v^ery

variable,

and similarly they show

different degrees of affinity for carbonic acid.

Lowthian Bell * compares the different degrees in
which various forms of carbon attack carbonic acid
with the different inflammabilities of wood charcoal,
coke, and diamond, which, when completely burned in
oxygen, liberate almost exactly equal quantities of
heat, and holds that this small discrepancy between
the diflerent forms of carbon is due to the fact that
the quantity completely burned to carbonic acid in
each case must be different.

The wood charcoals are most powerfully attacked
by carbonic acid, and burn with greatest rapidity.
Meiler coke comes next, and lastly, the diflerent
varieties of coke.

On

soft coke, carbonic acid

six times as powerfully as

Thorner

[loc. cit.)

on hard.
:

-=1:1-4

:

gas-retort coke,

„

:

pressed coke from Kohi-Miisen,

„

:

coke from

*

Dr.

p. 117.)

obtained the following figures for

combustibility in carbonic acid
Ordinary coke

(Cp.

acts

"Stahl und

Ncu

-

-

Iserlohn,

Eiseii," 1885,

No.

-

6.

=
=

1:

1*7

1

1-4

:
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Ordinary coke

.

=

-

=

:

meiler coke,

„

:

oak charcoal,

„

:

beech and birch charcoal,

-

:

pine charcoal,

-

„

With regard

-

-

-

-

-

-

to tliese experiments,

it

1

=
=

:

56

1

:

10*5

1

:

11

1

:

11'9

"7

must always be

taken into consideratron that in the blast furnace the
carbonic acid
oxide,

by the presence of Ciirbonic
nitrogen, and consequently the

diluted

is

and especially of

carbonic acid cannot liave so wide a range of attack
in the blast furnace as

Coke

has in

it

laV)orat<^)ry

experiments.

Chapter

serves, as pointed out in

I.,

both as

a melting and reducing agent. The bhust funuice is
at once a melting and reducing furnace, while in the
cupola furnace the function of reducing is omitted.
Accordingly, blast-furnace coke serves for the production of heat and for reduction

— that

is

to siiy, for

the formation of carbonic oxide; whereas foundry coke

employed only for the production of a high temj)erature by means of the most complete combustion,
namely, to carbonic acid. As is known, the formais

tion

of

carbonic oxide

following e(|uation

to

the

:

2('

tlie

proceeds according

+ LH)-2rO

;

formation of carl»onic acid thus
r-f-2() = C0.,.

Consequently,

in

the

formation of

carlx)uic

oxide

double the (piantity of carbon is burned by the siime
quantity of oxygen as in the formation of carlK)nic
Ilencv the physinil striuiitr*' of the cifkc
t/uit
acid.
i-ft

to say,

bearing on

tlir

foundry

its

coke.

sarfcwc

it

presents

employment as

— has

hlitst

—

an

essential

furnace or as
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Porous coke occupies a larger space in proportion
to its weight than dense coke, consequently it exposes
a larger surface to the oxygen of the air that is to
say, essentially a greater number of carbon molecules
stands at the disposal of the oxygen, so that carbonic

—

more readily formed. Besides this the action
of the oxygen is increased by the greater rapidity
with which the gases can pass through, and thus on
all sides
not only on the outside, but at the same
time also within exercise their oxidising effect. But
the more rapidly the free oxygen and the carbonic
acid that is also to some extent produced are converted by the carbon into carbonic oxide, the more
oxide

is

—

—

favourably does the blast-furnace process proceed.
In the case of dense coke, on account of the smaller
space it occupies, the amount of surface reached by
the ox^^gen of the air blast is considerably less, and
consequently the latter can act only on a smaller
number of carbon molecules the intensity of the
;

action

is

likewise essentially

less,

inasmuch as the

coke burns only on the surface, the gases being unable
to enter or to penetrate through the dense structure.
In this way increased density of the coke tends to
promote the formation of a large quantity of carbonic
Foundry coke must accordingly
acid in combustion.
dense
possible.
as
as
be
If dense coke be employed in the blast furnace, it
is necessary, in order to obtain a sufficient ((uantity
of reducing gases, to have recourse to a hotter blast
under increased pressure, consecjuently a more energetic
workinor of the furnace. The hotter blast has much
less oxygen for the same bulk than a colder one, and
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thus the prei)onderance of carbon partich^s

—

tliat

A

result of the increiised pressure

is

to s&y,

the

t'orniation

seeks to penetrate as far
of the coke,

Certainly,

speed of the blast

is

l)y

of carbonic oxide.
is

that

of carbon

tlie

bhvst

is

further

the higher pressure, the

also increased,

on the surface of the coke

promoted

possible into the pores

jus

whereby the surface

au^^niented.

is

more

is

and

tlius the air

(juickly renewed,

so that, so far as the formation of carbonic oxide

is

concerned, the effect of the increased pressure must

be re<;arded

Jis

less

important than the employment

of the hot blast.

Jn the cupola furnace, on

tlie

other hand, the use

of porous coke will only a<(gravate the evil of incomplete

utilisation of

the

fuel

and the greater the

:

auKJunt of car})onic oxide produced in the cupola,
the lart^er will be the consum})t of coke.

The extent

which the surface of the coke determines the character of the combustion, and especiall}to

the formation of carbonic acid or of carbonic oxide

is

by the experiments of I^wthian Bell,* in
which a current of dry carbonic acid at a brii^ht heat
was led in the first insUmce over wood charcoal, then
over porous, and finally over dense coke. The resultin<^ tjjuseous mixtures were found to contain CO.^
and CO in tlie following proportions:
indicated

—

Wood

churconl, ',\o"20 per cent.

Porous coke,

-09-81

Dense coke,

-01-56

•"Journal

<»f

repoiittvl in lifll's
I^)n<l(>n,

1SS4,

I).

„
„

COo and G4-80 per

cent.

CO.

„

3019

„

„

„

5*44

„

„

the Iron ami Steel Institute," 1S72, i., p. 74;
" PrincipU'sof tho Manufacture of Iron and Steel,"
*JS7
further, " L(<lel)ur, Die (iasfeuurungen fiir
;

Mctallurgische /wecke," Leip/ig, IS5H.
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in the blast furnace the carbonic acid

is

always

converted into carbonic oxide according to the equation
C02 + C = 2CO; in this process, however, coke is consumed which is thereby prevented from reaching the
crucible, and is thus completely lost so far as the
production of heat

is

concerned.

Since

1

kilogram of

carbon in burning to CO^ evolves 8080 heat units, and
in burning to CO only 2473, the loss of heat for every
kilogram of carbon which is oxidised by CO2 to CO is
8080 - 2 X 2473 = 3134 units.
Wood charcoal by reason of its porous structure
readil}^ produces large quantities of carbonic oxide in
the blast furnace which, when coke is used, must be
produced artificially by hot air blast, &c. On the other
hand, dense coke yields more carbonic acid than wood

which explains the

even in the
earliest cupola furnaces that the consumption of fuel
was less where coke was used than where wood
charcoal was employed.

charcoal,

At the Connemaugh

fact observed

blast furnaces carefully con-

ducted experiments with porous and dense coke gave,
{loc. cit), a diminished production

according to Fulton

to the extent of 11 per cent,

when dense coke was

used without any admixture.

Speaking generally, the efficiency of the Connellsville coke in the blast furnaces stands to that of dense
anthracite in the proportion of 8:5; between coke and

wood charcoal the ratio is as 1:1'3.
From this it is evident that the employment

of

w^hat, so far as its chemical composition is concerned,

might be regarded as an excellent coke for blast
furnace or foundry work, may prove to be uneconomical
according as the coke is dense or porous.
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In any variety of coke, it is obvious tliat the smaller
the size of the pieces, the larger will be the surface
exposed to the action of trases. For this rejison coke
in small

pieces

would be more

suitiible for the pro-

duction of a gas rich in carlx)nic oxide than when in
large pieces.
Since^ however, such decrease in the
«ize of the pieces increases the resistance offered to
the ascent of the gas, the use of coke in too small
pieces

is

impracticable.

size of the pieces is too

When, on the other hand, the
large, the air bhtst by means

of the large interstices penetrates too deeply, thereby
extending the zone of combustion and .so causing the

heating effect to be diminished.
Pieces of uniform
size and not exceeding a certain weight appear to be
the most suitable.

The

calorific

value of different cokes

is

compared

partly with reference to the (juantity of heat and
partly with regard to the temjuTature produced, and

a distinction is made accordin«dv between "absolute"
and " pyrometric " heating effect.

By

absolute heating effect

tity of heat

is

understood the <|uan-

which the unit weight

(1

kilo.) of

coke

evolves on combustion, expres.sed in calories or heat
units.

A
to

calorie

rai.se

is

that ijuantity of heat which

the temperature of

1

kilo, of

is

recpiired

water from 0" to

1°C.

The absolute heating

effect

can

lie

calculated from

the chemical composition of the fuel with sutHcient

accuracy
see

Post,

O.st,

for
*'

all

practical

Lehrbuch

der

" Chemi.sch-techni.sche

jiurpo.ses.

Technischen

Analyse";

For

details

Chemie

"

Muspratt's,
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"Chemistry," 1893, under heading "Fuels"; Mills
and Rowan, "Fuel," pp. 336-338; and others.
The following is a comparative statement of the
heating power of the solid fuels.
(Cp. Bernoulli's
" Dampfmaschinenlehre," Chapter " Verbrennung")
:

Wood

with '20 water,
„

„

-10

dry,

Peat, dry,

Brown

„

„

Wood

„

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-10

„

„

-3

3200 heat
3600
4000
5000
6000
6250
7050
7600
7050
7580
6600
7000
8000
7900

charcoal with '07 water,
dry,

Coke with
„

-

-

coal, dry,

„

-

-

Coal with -20 ash,
„

-

„

-

-

-15 ash,

-

-10

„

-

-

-

„

-

-

-

-

.

-

-5
„
„
Anthracite,

-

-

The evaporating power, according
For Prussian coke (average)
„

„

coal

Very important

dried,

„

in practical

to P.

units.

,,

,,

,,

,,

W.

Brix,* is

-

-

7 '81

-

-

7-39

working

is

the pyro-

—that

is

to say, the

metrical heating effect of the coke

temperature resulting from its combustion, since upon
it depends the possibility of
carrying out many
metallurgical operations.

The more dense the coke

is, the
higher is the
temperature that can be attained, because, other things

* Brix, " Untersuchungen tiher die Heizkraft der wichtigeren
Brennstoffe des Pieussisclien Staates," Berlin, 185.3.
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that fi^encrates the most powerful

beini^^ eijual, tlie fuel

heat

that in which the carbonic acid formed by

is

its

complete combustion is converteJ to the smallest
extent into carbonic oxide ^jts by contact with a
portion of the pjlowing carbon.
If the combustion l>e
by
air pressure, a more rapid oxidation of
accelerated
the carbon ensues, on account of the presence of a
I*revious heatint^ of the

lartrer (juantity of oxyi^en.
air, (fee,

further assists in

combustion,

raisin<.;

for, in this case,

the temperature of

the bhust carries with

it

a certain (juantity of heat into the furnace which,
under these circumstances, does not involve the
consumption of any part of the coke already there.

On

the other hand, the water contained in coke,

reason

by

high specific

or latent heat, has a
lowering the temperature of
combustion (sp. heat of steam = '47 50 ). Similarly, the
pyrometric heating effect diminishes witli increase in
the (juantity of air introduced to support the combustion, because the nitrogen, which constitutes fourfitths of it, only ccjnsumes heat, so that, in this way, a
of

its

considerable

effect

in

considerable waste of heat results, as the following

comparison indicates

C hunud
C
„

in

:

pure

to

COo evolves 9870'
„'

air

The pyrometric heating effect
means of a suitable ])yrometer, or
the

C.

2450° C.

chemical c()m])osition of the

is
is

determined by
calculated from

fuel.

others, Jiiptner, " Heizstofie "

;

nische Analyse"; Mills an<l

Rowan,

Post, "

See,

among

Chemisch Tech" Fuel." pj>. .S4S-

:Jo2.

The following

Jiiav

be regarded as the conditions
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that ought to be fulfilled by a coke which
said to

England

in the smelting of iron,

:

1

per cent, sulphur,

-

(2) -018 per cent, phosphorus,
(3) 4 per cent, water,

-

-

(4) 9

„

ash,

(5) 6

,,

dust (on delivery),

(6)

to be

and which may be
hold for Westphalia, Belgium, France, and

employed

(1)

is

-

-

^

As maxima.

-

|

40-50 per cent, pore space (in foundry coke
25-40 per cent.).

(7)

The coke must
per

(8)

sq.

possess a hardness of 80 kilos.

cm.

The weight

of

1 cc.

of the coke (dried at 100°

C.) should be 800-900 mgrms.

On the value of the fuels as a class, many views
have been expressed in the literature dealing with the
subject.

Fischer * refers to their origin.

The

solid

have arisen from cellulose, from which, by
separation of H^O, CO2, and CH4, residues rich in
carbon are left behind. Cellulose is formed by the
action of the sun's rays from carbonic acid and water
6C02 + 5H20 = CcHio05+602; while, by the combustion of cellulose, the same substances are regenerated
In
C.HjoO, + 60, = 6C0, -\- 5H,0.
the
formation of 1 kilo, of cellulose, 5200 heat units must
have been supplied by the sun's rays. In using coal
or coke we are thus making use of the sun's heat that
has been stored up for thousands of years a store of
heat which, without doubt, with the increasintr
fuels

:

—

* ''Zeitsch

f.

angew. Chemie," 1888,

p. 351.
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soil, will diininish <lay by <lay, and
become exhausted.
In the year 1S})2,
Germany produced 7,700,000 tons of coke and, if 1
kilo, of coke be reckoned as ecjuivalent to 8000 heat
units, it follows that Germany alone consumes annually

cultivation of the
t^radually

;

shape of coke about 01,000,000,000,000 heat
units from this store.
in the

If it be

the

first

amounted

remembered, moreover, that
half of

l.SJ)4

to 2,G41),071

the
tons,

in

Germany

in

pnMluction of pig iron

and that

this

mati*rial

cannot for the present be produced genei*ally without
the use of coke, it is evident how important, from an
economic point of view, every achievement is which
tends to e fleet a savin<; in

To be enabled

its

consum])tion.

therefore to manulaeture a more
uniform an<l efficient product from the cokinif process,
and at the same time to lessen the, by no means
small, loss of combustible material, ouj^ht to serve as
an inducement to gain something more than a
superficial accpiaintance with the clu'inistry of coke,
as well as with the t*-*chnical contrivances for its
improvement.

CHAPTER

VII.

Chemical and Physical Examination of
Coal and Coke.*

From what

has been said in the preceding chapters it
is evident that the term "coke" covers a series of
substances, of varied chemical and physical properties,

which are employed for purposes entirely distinct.
Gas coke the fixed product got by distillation of gas

—

coal

in

closed

retorts

—

is

a substance

essentially

from metallurgical coke, which is obtained
by the carbonisation of " coking coals " in ovens and
meilers.
Although produced in very large quantity,
retort coke is for the most part a bye-product, and
endeavours after the improvement of its quality must,
in almost every case, be subordinated to the main end
of getting the maximum yield of gas of high illuminating power. It it otherwise with the coke which is
produced in ovens. Whether the latter be adapted
for the recovery of tar, ammonia, &c., or not, the
quality of the coke itself demands the first consideration.
To begin with, since it is to be employed in
metallurgical operations, it must be as free as possible
from impurities, and especially from such as, apart
different

Cp.

W.
L

F.

Keating Stock, "Jr. Soc. Chem. Ind.," 1897,

p. 304.
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from their merely

nefjative effect in diminishin^j the

total fjuantity of heat-fjiviiitr constituents,

may exercise

upon the metals with
which they come in contact in the furnace. Of these
the most important are sulphur and phosphorus. In
a

di.stinctl}'

injurious intluunce

addition to this, in order to determine

its

value as a

coke must be examined for moisture, ash, and
volatile constituents, while, if the manufacture is bein<;
conducted with recovery of bye-products, it will
frequently be necessary to make a determination of
the not inconsiderable percentiige of nitrogen which,
under all circumstances, remains in combination with
Moreover, oven coke is usually
the fixed carbon.
manufactured for either one or other of two definite
j)urposes.
It may be designed simply as a heatin^r
a<^ent to be employed for the melting of iron in
cupola furnjices (foundry coke), or the intention may
be to use it at once as a heating and a reducing agent
for the production of njetals, e.ff., iron, from their ores
(bbust-furnace coke).
It has already been stilted at
length (Chap. VI.) that, to perform these two operations
economically, necessitates a different physical structure
in the cokes used
that is to say, a greater or less
degree of porosity is required while, in lK)th cases,
the hardness or strength of the coke must reach a
certain standard to enable it to withstand the attrition
to which it is continually exposed in the furnace.
fuel, the

—

;

and coke, which are
given below, will be found convenient alike by those
manufacturers who are striving to adapt the character
and ((uality of their product to serve a special
purpose, and by consumers who wish to prt)tect
Tlie

methods

ot"

testing coal
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themselves in the market against impure fuels of lowheating power, as well as against many brands of coke
which, excellent as they may be for one purpose, are,
in virtue of the degree of hardness and porosity

which they

when

possess, of

comparatively low efficiency

whether natural or
artificial, are so variable in character and quality that
and employment alike should
their production
invariably be controlled by a systematic scientific
applied to another.

Fuels,

examination.
Samiiiling.

—The sampling of coal and coke must be

done with the greatest possible care to ensure that
the sample is an average one. In the case of coal, a
complete section of the seam, or a fair selection of
" large " and " small " from a train of waofS^ons, should
be taken

when

— amounting in

all

to about 5 cwts.

Coke,

lying on the bench in front of the ovens,

sampled by

is

average pieces from the whole
length of the charge, and particularly in equal
quantities from the top, middle, and bottom of the
latter into a barrow, until from 3-5 cwts. have been
According to Stock, if the coke is in
collected.
waggons at the iron w^orks, the waggons are run up
on to tlie gauntree over the storage bunks, and two
doors on one side of each waggon are let down. This
admits of half the load being seen from top to bottom,
so that an idea can be formed as to the relative
filling

proportions of

"

large," " small,"

and

"

breeze."

Portions

and bottom,
and this is done for, say, ten waggons, which should
give a bulk sample of 3-5 cwts. The samples got as
above are knocked down on clean iron plates until
of the coke are selected

from

top, middle,
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reduced to the size of road metal. The pieces are
thoroughly mixed, spread in a sfjuare and (juartered.
Two opposite (quarters are removed, and the dust

The remaining quarters are
mixed, and the size of the pieces further reduced.
carefully swept away.

The process of quarterinf^ is repeated, and is always
followed by thorough mixing, until finally a sample of
about *i00-500 grms.
at a time,

is

is

got,

which, in small ([uantities

powder in a Wedgwood
Careful mixing of the whole con-

re<luced to tine

or a<rate mortar.

eludes the process.

Che.mical Analysis.

Moidure and Ash.

—3

trrms. of the finelv-ground

platinum basin is heateil in an air
bath at 105' C. for one hour (in the CJise of coke till
constant in weight), afterwards cooled completely
The loss
in a good desiccator and weighed (juickly.
coal or coke in a

in

weightx

'||"

= per

cent, of moisture.

The

siimple

then incinerated, and the residue weighed after
Weight of residue x '3-- = ])er
cooling in a desiccator.
The ignition may be <lone over a
cent, of ash.
Bunsen or, better, in a mutfle furnace.
argand
powerful
is

Under

all

circumstances, and particularly in the CAse

of cokes, which retain small (juantities of airbon in

a long time, the ignition must be continued
1 mgrm.
until the weight is constant to
grm. of
1
VoUttdc Mutter and FLcvd Car})on.

the

ivsh for

±

the coal or coke sample

is

ignited

—

in

a platinum

with close-titting lid, for two minutes over a
large Bunsen burner and then (without allowing to
Muck
cool) for three minutes over a good blast lamp.
crucible,
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crucible be placed 3 cms. above

the top of an ordinary Bunsen burner with a flame at
least 18 cms. in length,

and heated

gases cease to be evolved.*

combustible
The time treatment, as
till

above, gives a better result, although at the best the

experiment cannot be regarded as affording an exact
indication of the percentage of coke that the coal will
In the case of certain
yield in any type of oven.
coals, the results, even when obtained under conditions
as nearly as possible identical, vary considerably
three determinations should be made and a mean
taken.

—

Sulphur. 1 grm. of the sample is intimately mixed
in a platinum crucible with 1 gi-m. of pure calcined
magnesia and '5 grm. dry sodium carbonate (free from
sulphate), by means of a stout platinum wire.
The
mixture is heated in the open crucible over a good
argand Bunsen burner for one hour, or until it is quite
white, the incineration being promoted by stirring
with the platinum wire at intervals of about five
minutes. The crucible is allowed to cool, and 1 grm.
of powdered ammonium nitrate is added and well
mixed with the residue, which is afterwards heated
to bright redness for ten minutes with the lid on.
After cooling, the sintered mass is transferred to a
beaker, and covered with 200 ccs. of distilled water.
* The Committee of the American Chemical Soc. on
Coal Analysis in
their preliminary report ("Jr. Amer. Chem. Soc," 1898 [4], 281-285;
"Jr. Soc. Chem. Ind.," 1898, pp. 608-609), recommends that the coal
be heated in a platinum crucible weighing 20-.S0 grms. supported on
a platinum triangle with its bottom 6-8 cms. above the top of a
Bunsen flame, 20-25 cms. high when burning free.
It is thus
heated for seven minutes in a place free from draughts.
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The

C(JKE.

particles adhering to the crucible are

removed
as far as possible by heating several times with a few
CCS. of water, which is added to that in the beaker.

A

small (jiiantity of dilute nitric acid is warmed in
the crucible to dissolve the residue, and this solution
is

diluted and passed through a

washed

filter,

which

is

then

The beaker containinir
meanwhile boiled for half an
hour, and the solution passed through the same filter.
The residue is well washed with hot water, and filtrate
and washings concentrated to about 150 ccs. The
latter is acidified with nitric ticid, boiled, and precipitated at the boiling temperature with a slight
excess of barium chloride. The l)oiling is continued
till

free

from

the bulk of the fuse

acid.

is

for ten minutes, the ppt. allowed to settle in the heat,

washed with hot water till the washings are
free from chloride, dried in a water bath, incinerated
in a platinum or porcelain crucible, and finally ignited
over a strong Bunsen flame for twenty minutes.
Weight of ppt. X 1374 X 100 = per cent, of sulphur.
filtered,

Pli(>sphorii8.

— 10

a platininn basin

gi*ms. of coal or

coke

organic matter

is

ignited in

removed.
The residue is finely ground in an agate morbir, and
digested in an 8-oz. covered beaker with 20 ccs. of
brominised h3'^drochloric acid for one hour at a temperature little short of boiling. The bulk of the acid
is then removed by evaporation, and the solution
dilute<l with 20 ccs. of water and filtered.
The residue
on tile filter is washed with distilled water filtrato
and washings .should not exceed 45 ccs. 15 ccs. of
strong annnonia are then added, and this is cautiously
neutralised by nitric acid from a small pipette. When
till

all

is

—

—
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dropped in
till a faint opalescence appears, and this is taken up
with a few drops of nitric acid. All these operations
are carried out at a temperature approaching boiling.
re-solution takes place, dilute

is

To the
acid

faintly acid solution 2J-3 ccs. of strong nitric
are added, and then 5 ccs. of a 10 per cent,

solution of

ammonium molybdate

is

quickly projected

from a small measure (not a pipette) into the solution,
which is meanwhile briskly agitated. After a second
or two the yellow ammonium phosphomolybdate
makes its appearance in a granular form, which
rapidly settles. The flask is heated to about 90° C,
with constant shaking for five minutes
the ppt.
filtered oft* on a hardened filter paper, washed three
times with 1-50 nitric acid, dried on the water bath
for a half to three-quarters of an hour, and finally
brushed into a balance scoop and weighed. Weight
of ppt. X '163 = per cent, of phosphorus.
(Stock.)
This method, though a convenient and rapid one
for general use, rarely gives the total phosphorus
present in the coal or coke. For most purposes the
;

determinations thus obtained are sufficiently exact,
but it* the total phosphorus be required, fusion of the
ash should, as a rule, be resorted to.

—

grm. of the finely-powdered coal or
coke is placed in a pear-shaped flask of good potash
glass, w^hich should be of about 250 ccs. capacity, and
have a long neck (Kjeldahl flask). The sample is
covered with 20 ccs. of concentrated sulphuric acid (free
from N),and thoroughly moistened with the latter. The
mixture is then heated to boilinor over a small flame
the flask being held in a slanting position and protected
Nitrogen.

1
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by wire gauze

— 10

cjnns. of

is

added, and

is

colourless, which, in

place in

tlie

unduly delayed,

the solution

till

the case of most coals, takes

two and a half

cokes take longer.
is

pure potassium sulphate

boiling continued

to three hours.

Metallurgical

complete decomposition
advisable to add to the mix-

If their
it

js

ture 2 grms. of powdered permanganate of potash in

small (juantities at a time to hasten the oxidation.

When

the operation

is

finished, the

partially-ctx)led

contents of the tlask are dissolved in water and transferred to a round-bottomed

The

solution

is

fliisk

of 16-24 oz. capacity.

cooled con»pletely, mixed with 100 ccs.

of a 20 per cent, solution of pure sodium hydrate (free

from N), and, after addition of a few small fragments
of zinc to prevent bumping, the ammonia is distilleil
oft" throuixh a Liebiix's condenser, and collecteil in 30
.

CCS.

of

N

acid, contained

sulphuric

in

a

500

ccs.

A trap arrangement should be
Erlenmeyer tlask.
fitted between the neck of the distilling flask and
the ccmdenser to prevent the carrying over of small
(juantities

The

of caustic soda.

distillation

is

con-

tinued for a half to three-(|uarters of an liour with
Vnisk ])oiling, and the

by

titration with

ammonia afterwards determined

a deci-normal solution of sodium

carlM>nate, a carefully neutralised solution of litmus

The method described
8chmidt (" .Ir. Soc. Chem. Ind.,"

being employed as indicator.
is

preferable to that of

hS8r>, jx .lOG), in so far

as

it

does not involve the use

of sulphide of soda.

miica.

— 10

completely

grms. of the coal or coke

in u

is

incinerated

platinum crucible, and the ash mixed
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5-6

grams,

of

"
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mixture
fused over the

fusion

The mixture is
(Na2-C03-f K2CO3).
foot blowpipe for thirty minutes with the lid on, and,
after cooling, crucible and contents are transferred to
an evaporating basin of 5"-6" diam., and covered with
hot water. A clock-glass is placed over the basin,
and solution of the melt is hastened by warming with
small quantities of hydrochloric acid.
is

When

solution

removed and carefully
The solution (which may contain some

completed, the crucible

washed.

is

evaporated gently to dryness, the
final stage being completed on the water bath with
constant breaking up of the hard crusts by means of
a glass rod. The residue is gently heated to render
the silica insoluble, and, after cooling, moistened with
HCl, and digested with hot water. When the soluble
matter has been dissolved, the solution is passed
through a filter, the silica washed several times by
decantation, afterwards thrown on the paper and
washed with hot water till free from chlorides. After
drying in the oven, the silica and filter paper are
ignited together in a tared platinum crucible. Weight
of silica X 10 = per cent, silica in the sample.
Iron.
10 grms. of the coal or coke is incinerated,
and the ash fused and treated as described above for
separation of the silica. The filtrate and washings
are concentrated to about 300-400 ccs., a slight excess
of ammonia added, and the solution saturated with
flocculent silica)

is

—

HoS.

The

precipitate

dilute sulphuric acid

the solution boiled

the

HoS

is

is

filtered

off,

dissolved

in

an Erlenmeyer flask, and
free from H2S.
As soon as

in

till

completely expelled, the solution

is

cooled
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jis

rapidly as possible, with limiteil access of

air,

and

titrated with a standard permanf^anate of potash, of

which

1 cc.

= 0056

(fvin.

Fe.

Fe.

x 10

= per

cent, iron

in the sample.

Physical Properties of Coke.

—

Hardness. The method of determining the hardness of coke has already been described on p. 120.
Reed Specific Gravity.
To determine the real
specific gi-avity 8-*U grms. of the finely-ground average sample of coke (previously dried) is weighed out

—

ill

a

The

tare<l specific

gravity bottle of 50 grms. capacity.

then covered with about an inch of water,
and the bottle is immersed in a beaker of water kept
at a temperature of 90°-100' C.
The neck of the
sam-ple

bottle

is

is

atbiched by a tube to a Bunsen water-pump

with a good supply of water to exhaust the air, and
the exhaustion is kept up for two and a half hours,
a gentle ebullition being meanwhile maintained.

The

tube

is then dettiched, the bottle filled up with water^
brought to the correct temperature, and finally dried
and weighed. This gives what is strictly the " real

gravity

specific

"

i.e.,

the specific gravity of

the

matter of the coke.
Real sp. gr.

=
Weight

Weight
final

to

of (bottle

gravity

sample

dry

.siuuplc

+ water

content of bottle) -

weight of (bottle, sample, and water required

fill).

Ajyparent
"

-l-

of

Sjiecific

— that

is,

Gravity.

— The

*'

apparent sjwcific

the specific gravity of the coke
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matter and enclosed gases together can be rapidly
and accurately obtained by means of the simple
" volumenometer " shown in fig. 2.
The instrument
consists of two parts, one of
which (a) is a receiver capable
of holding 25-100 ccs. of water.
This

is

closed at the top

by an

accurately-fitting, hollow, glass

stopper,

which

prolonged
into a narrow tube

upwards
closed by
receiver

is

a

is

The

stopcock.

connected

at

the

bottom by means of a piece of
thick-walled indiarubber tubing

with the measurer (b), which is
an ordinary glass burette capable of being read to ^^ cc, and
the whole instrument is clamped
to a suitable stand.

To obtain

the specific gravity of a sample
of coke, the measurer

up and down

is

so as to

moved
fill

the

receiver with water exactly to

the level of the stopcock, which ^^^^
is then closed, and the reading
^'

^'^
on the measurer taken.
The
stopcock is next opened, and part of the water in

the receiver caused to flow into the measurer, and

then removed to admit the weighed
sample.
The dry sample, brushed free from dust,
should be from 5-30 grms. in weight, and in
fairly large pieces.
When the sample has been
the stopper

is
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^^ently placed in tlie receiver, the stopper is replaced,

and

water caused to return to the level of
the stopcock, which is then closed.
The instrument
is
next shaken briskly to detiich adhering air
bubbles, which are allowed to escape, and a new
the

readinfT

Ten minutes, or at

tiiken.

is

least equal

intervals of time, should be allowed to elapse before

admit of the liquid running
of the two readings gives the

takin<^ each reading, to

The diti'erence
volume of the sample in ccs., which, at the ordinary
temperature, may be assumed with sutHcient accuracy
to represent an equal number of grms. of water, and

<lown.

therefore
Al)l>ar.

Porosity.

SI),

i^r.

.

—

and apparent

is

meant

volume occupied by the pores,
by combining the figures for tin;

its

readily obtained

real

Weight of sample in grms.
:rzr-.
Volume m ccs.

— The porosity of coke, by which

the percentage of
is

=

specific gravities

(Real S.G. - appar. S.G.) x 100
'^'^^''y

The volume

=

RoalS.G.

of pores in ccs. per 100 grms. of coke is

got by dividing the porosity by the apparent specific
gravity.
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